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Legislators Wrestling
With Redistricting Bill
The Senate Rules Committee
SANTA FE - A conference
committee composed of four amended his bill to retain the inmembers each from the House and tegrity of county lines, instead of
Senate met late Me>nday night to taking chunks of Bernalillo and
work 011t their differences on a bill Otero counties as Pinto originally
designed
to
create
three proposed.
The amended bill passed that
congressional districts for New
committee with all five Democrats
Mexico.
The committee was appointed voting for it and all four
after neither chamber would budge Republicans opposing it.
Then, after a lengthy battle on
from its version of redistricting
bill sponsored by Sen. John Pinto, the Senate floor during which three
D-San Juan-McKinley, who in- separate floor amendments to
change the makeup of two districts
troduced his measure last Friday.
were defeated, the bill passed that
The compromise bill - should chamber by a 22-21 vote.
the committee agree on a
Lt. Gov. Roberto Mondragon,
will be the president of the Senate, cast the
redistricting plan
presented to both chambers today, final vote on the measure after Sen.
just hours before the regular 30-day Timothy Jennings, D-Chaves,
legislative session begins.
broke ranks with the 21 Democratic
Pinto's original bill was designed senators to vote with the 20
to create a third congressional Republicans.
district that included all of New
In the case of a tip,, the president
Mexico's Indians living on reser- of the Senate votes, and Monvations.
'
dragon, a Democrat, sided with his
.
party.
Senate Republicans opposed
Pinto's bill primarily because it put
Lincoln County in the third district,
removing it from the second district
they are no.t l'icked up by the end of represented
by
freshman
the third week of classes.
congressman Joe Skeen. Skeen ~ves
in the second district and would
If a financial aid award includes have had to move jn order to run
a National Direct Student Loan, a for re-election in it.
New Mexico Student Loan, a
After the Senate approved the
Health Professions Loan or bill, the House sent it to the Voters
Nursing Loan, a promissory note and Elections Committee which
must be signed at the Joan table on amended and passed it on a narrow
the first floor in Scholes Hall on the 6-5vote.
date the financial aid is scheduled
That amended version was
for disbursement or anytime af· approved by the House on a 42-27
terwards.
Fontinued on page 10

a

Bill Wechler

The registration center was busy Monday as students tried to finalize their schedules.
.

Financial Aid Payment Schedule Detailed
January20~ 585-53-0000 to 585Following is the financial aid
disbursement schedule for the 1982 82-9999
January 21 - 585-83-0000 to 999spring semester. The date when the
checks may be picked up is 99-9999
January 22- 000-00-0000 to 217determined by the student's social
54-9999
se~urity number.
January 25- 217-55-0000 to 438Financial aid checks may be 99-9999
January 26-439-00-0000 to
picked up at the cashier's office on
525-04-1699
the second floor of Scholes Hall.
January 27-525-04-1700 to 525January 19- 585.22-0000 to 585- 19-9999
January 28- 525-20-0000 to 54352-9999

99-9999
.
January 29- 544-00..()()()() to 58508-9999
Monday was tbe dis6ursement
date for students with social
security numbers 585-09-000 to 58521-9999.
Students are not allowed to pick
up their financial aid checks before
their scheduled date but they may
pick them up anytime afterwards.
All checks will be cancelled if

Residency Requirements Tougher
Weaver stressed that out-of-state
Educational Finance voted a
change that will require an out-of- tuition classification is not charged
state student to show financial for summer session, nor is it
Beginning summer semester 1982 independence.
required for any student taking six
the New Mexico 'residency
or less hours during the fall or
requirements for in-state tuition
This will be done by providing spring semesters.
Other changes, outlined in
wilf change.
the Admissions office with a copy
NeW Mexico
of page one of the parents' form 1 'Establishing
Robert Weaver, dean . of 1040 or 1040A from the previous Residency for In-State Tuition
Admissions and Records, said that year.
Classification" (available at
during the 1981 state Legislative
Scholes Hali, room 108), include a
session, concern was voiced about
The student petitioning for requirement
to
submit a
how easy it was for a dependent IS- residency must also show that he ''(leclaration of intent" to stop
year-old to get ·an in-state has resided in the sta.te for 12 residing in another state and begin
classification.
months after his 18th birthday and establishing a residence in New
before submitting the petition for Mexico.
As a result, the Board of residency.
To support the declaration of
intent, a student must have completed at least three "overt" acts,
some of which are: ~ securing a New Mexico driver's
license and automobile registration,
- registering to vote ·in New
Mexico,
- filing a New· Mexico state tax
return for the previous year,
- being employed in the state of
New Mexico,
- purchasing land jn the state and
- having a long-standing bank
account in the state.
A dependent of a person moving
to New Mexico to accept full4ime
employment and establish residency
will becolfle a resident immediat.ely.
He must show appropnate
documents proving his parent(s)
reside(s) in the state, however.
Weaver said these requirements
are patterned . after Arizona
requirements.
B1IIWechtN
Mote information is available at
.Jase Padilla; a senior Spanish Literature major, sttlves to squeeze the Admissions and Records office, .
Scholes Hall, 277-2446 or 277-2916.
a required class into his tight schedule.

J(~ren Relnler

BriiWeehter

The ASUNM Textbook Co·op received some business Monday.
The Co-op stocks mostly 100· and 200-level textbooks that ca~ be
purchased for 60 percent of the original price, said Steven Feb res
Cordero, the Co-op's director.
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Wo rId News

by United Press International

Lebanese Terrorists Take Credit for Killing Army Officer
PARIS - A U.S. Army in"
telligence colonel was shot once in
the head and killed Monday on a
sunny Paris street by a lone assassin
who melted into a crowd of rush"
hour commuters and escaped.
In Beirut, a group calling itself
the Lebanese Armed Revolutionary
Factions claimed responsibility for
the assassination of Lt. Col.
Charles Ray, 43, assistant military
attache at the U.S. Embassy in
Paris.
The same group also took
responsibility for an unsuccessful
attempt to assassinate U.s. Charge
d' Aff.Ures Christian Chapman two
months ago.
Noting similarities between the
two attacks, French police expressed fears that a terrorist
organization similar to the Red
Brigades, which is holcting a U.S.
Army general captive in Italy, has
now emerged in France.
Ray, a New Yorker with a wife

and two teenage children., was
struck in the head by a single 7.65
mm bullet as he left his apartment
in the fashionable 16th residential
district at 9 a.m. and walked to his
car.
The killer, described as a short.
man with long hair, came up from
behind, fired one shot and esc11ped
into the rush hour crowd. The noise
from a nearby construction project
muffled the sound of the shot, but
police said they were interviewing a
passerby who saw the killer.
In a Jetter delivered to a Western
news agency in Beirut, the Lebanese
Armed Revolutionary Factions said
it "executed" Ray because of what
it called the Reagan ad"
ministration's attempt "to defeat
and slaughter" the people of south
Lebanon.
"The American administration
knows well that this is what awaits
those who have wor.ked and are still
working to slaughter the poor,

either in El Salvador, or in the
south of Lebanon,
"Let every representative of the
institution of American aggression
become a target for the blows of
our revolutionaries," it said.
Until the assassination attempt
on Chapman Nov. 12, the
organization was unknown and
Mideast analysts said its. name
could be a cover for any one of a
number of groups that might wish
to mask its identity.
Ray, whose military decorations
included the Bronze Star and the
Meritorious Service Medal, was
posted to Paris as assistant military
attache on Aug. 20, 1980. His army
biography revealed he was in
military intelligence.
U.S.
Ambassador
Evan
Galbraith said he "was revolted by
the news of Colonel Ray's cold"
blooded murder," and said security
for embassy staffers will be in"
cre~sed yet further.
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$1

off
any
pizza

one coupon
per pizza

3920 Central SE
262·1662
Expires 1"31,82

----.. . ---~--J

Student
Bookstote
Specialists in USED texts
and reference works.

Security was stepped up spread of terrorism throughout the
following the attempt against world," Speakes said.
Chapman, who escaped injury by
He added the United States was
diving behind his car as a lone "continuing working with Italian
gunman fired six shots at him from authorities" on the kidnapping of
a from a 7.65 mm pistol .
Brig. Gen. James L. Dozier, ab"
In Washington, deputy White dueled from his Verona apartment
House press secretary Larry by the Red Brigades one month
Speakes said President Reagan was ago.
informed of the killing during a
A graduate of California's Santa
national security briefing.
Clara University, Ray is survived by
"We strongly deplore it and his wife Sharon, daughter Julie, 17,
think it's the tragic outcome of the and son Mark, 15.
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SIDE
ORDERS
I
I
French Fries , • • . . $.50 One Egg ..•.. . . • $.50
I .Hash Browns ••. ; • .60
..• .•. .• .35
::~c;_n~~:~h!~~s;?O'r:;s~:;' ~a-~~~. : : ~ : : : : : .s:~~ .1
Western Style · • .95 Toast & Jelly ..•.•.•40
E,(fra Blue Cheese • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .15 ·1
I Onion Rings.••.•• : .70 Jelly .•••...• .·. . .05· Tomatoes
(3 slices) ....•..... ·...•.....•_. • . .15
·Beans ....•..•.•..35 Crackers .•......•.05
or Cheddar Cheese ......•••• , . . . . .20 I
I 'Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) • • . . . . . . .. . . . • • • . . . .'50 .·American
Green Chili or Chili con Came (1 oz.) •• , • . • . . • .15 ·
I
I
Take Out on Ali·ltems
I
I
.
HAMBURGERS
I
No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion & lettuce ..•.... $1.25
I
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese ......••. : . . . . . 1.40
I
No.3 BONANZA
2.10
I
No.
4
FIESTA
BURGER
che~dar
1.45
I
I
No. 5'FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce,
• , .. , . • ..• ,.•.•
I.
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1.20
I
.
SANDWICHES
I
I
GRILLED CHEESE on whole ~heat with American cheese, lettuce tomato . • • $.85
HAM,lEITUCE & TOMAT.O
whole wheat with salad dressing . . . . • . . • • . . 1
I.
I
BACON; LETfUCE·& TOMATO same as}i~t?,\l.e~~ ~~; ~><·.'::-f.~:: •...•.•.••••.... .'. 1.~5
EGG,LEITUCE & TOMATO s'ame above ••.•.••..• .....•••.••••••.. t.q5
I
:r
MEXICAN FOOD~;
I
I
No.7 TACO
lettuce & tomato •••.•••..•..•••••.• ; ••..•.•••• $.75
I
·.I
No.8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce &fomjJfo ..•••..••_•••••• ·•••••.•. .•••65
No. 9 ENCHILADAS se{Ved with lettuce·& tomato •••••••••••.••• ••..•• ·'. 2.19
I
.:1
.
BEEF with Chili Con Came, cheddar cheese & onion
.
CHEESE with GREEN CHill STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
I
.. VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHill, cheddar cheese & onion
.
I
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco & beans • . . • . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • 1.99
I.

Crashed Jet's Tail Salvaged;
'Black Boxes' Still Missing
WASHINGTON Salvage
Only five people survived aboard
creW§ recovered the tail section of the "sunshine" Flight 90.
an Air Florida jetliner from the ice"
Tugboats broke up ice on the
choked Potomac River Monday, river so divers could search for the
but investigators were unable to bodies that remained in the icy
loc<~te vital. recorders that could river.
provide clues to the cause of the
The recovery effort was
crash that killed 78 people.
suspended Sunday after tern"
Officials said the crucial "black peratures dipped to S degrees below
boxes" may have fallen out of the zero, the coldest day in the nation's
plane during the recovery capital since 1934.
operation.
Investigators hoped that if ihe
"They (voice and flight,data recorders were found they would
recorders) were not located in the contain. valuable data about the
tail section of the plane and performance of the plane and crew
therefore the recovery effort is before the crash.
going back to the Potomac River,"
"We are very hopeful that they
said Police Inspector James will tell the story, that they have
Shugart.
survived the crash, and that the
Tlie blue and green tail, tapes are in good shape for a
examined by airline representatives readout," a member of the
and officials of the National ,National · Transportation Safety
Transportation Safety board, was Board said.
raised by a huge crane on the 14th
In another development, the wife
Street Bridge, which the jet hit on of a man killed in the crash filed a
takeoff Wednesday before slam" $370 million class action suit,
ming into the river.
asserting the airline acted
Officials had hoped the "black negligently by failing to adequately
boxes" would hold the key to why de, ice the plane's wings.
In what was believed to be the
the plane crashed about 12 seconds
after takeoff from National Air- first suit filed in the crash,
port.
Katherine Erickson of Decatur,
Operating with visibility of 6 to 8 Ga., charged the airline failed to
inches, divers earlier Monday take reasonable and safe
pulled four more bodies from the precautions, blaming Air Florida
river.
for the death of her husband,
The task of recovering 28 bodies James, 63.
still entombed in the water was
The litigation sought SS million
hampered by extreme cold.
for each passenger killed.

~
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Save25%
Bu.Y used texts for ,YOUr courses
We're.across the street at 2122 (~ntral SE
Open earl_y and open lo.te
toda_y through Wednesda.Y (8:30am-7:00pm)

UNffi's Complete Bookstore
Wo.tch us change. and grow
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double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion & lett••ce •••••••
chili con carne en green chili,
cheese, onion & lettuce. • • • • • • •

oni~n·&lettuc:;e

&

~n

a~

l6,l~ Photographics

Beginning Students Need A Camera?
Photo Prepack Kits· The new OcoSINA
Everything you need

CT·lA

Retail: $50.25
Reg. Studeht: $42.72

Sale Price
$35.95

TotaiiY manual camera
great for students

Limited Quantities

Only $139.95
The case Is free

Other Specials Throughout The Store!
so .come on by!

~l~ ~9~:~~~~~C:~i~:265·3562

I

~·

GREEN CHill STEW
C:up (6 oz.). bowl• (1 0 .oz.) .•.•••.••••·• • • • CliP
.59
. .

1!-

1"
'

I
I
I
I
I

'

6 OZ. TOP CHOP STEAK Grounchound, Texas·to.ilst, French fries or hash browns with sallld •• • • • • • $2.69 .
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Htckory srnolces•uce, chee~e. 1000 Island, (Inion, French tries &.satllcl 2.19
5 oz. RIB EVE STEAK-USDA Choice Texas fo11st, French fries or llii$h browns with salad. , ••.•• · 3.99
.
~HEF SALAD with choice of dre.sing, le#uc(!, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham & eao ••• , • • • • • 2.59
VEGETARIAN
SAlAD. ietfuce,tomilto,cheddarcheese&eggs. • • •. •.
.
-.
·' • , . , •.
. •. • ••• 2.39

'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·I

•.Bowl
99

PLATTERS

'

'

'

-

DRINKS 5cenfsoffonreflils
COFFEE •••• ~ • .. • • • • • . .. • .. . • .. $.29 .35 .45
HOT l'EA • ; ~ ••.•••.••. -· . • • • • • .• • • . .29 .35 .45
Spiced or herbal tea • ~ .....•. • . . . . .35 .40.. 45
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER .40 · .50 .65
MILK •• -~- .,.••••••..••••.• _•• ·- • • • . • • • • • • • • • .40 .7 0

.

. ~~@~11~ m~

SOFT DRINKS

$.40 .50
I'CE ·T·EA •••• ~- • .••• ~ ..-••.••.•.•••.•••• ., ~35 .-50
LEMON-ADE ...... .....
_ _,._ •••• -. -. .•••.•• ·••. _. • •. •
JUICE orange, apple, tomato & grapefruit' ••". • • .45 .60
SHAKESchotolate,strawberry&vanUia • .' ••••• ,50 ,75

ROLL .62

toke,dr. pepper& 7up••••

6-pack frozen rolls 2.99

.

•.65
.60

•70

.8.ti

.95

I
I
I
I
I

~---~-~·~--------~----~--~

~

j

~.

~)

·I·.··

Stock Up Now!

-~

~

Student Photo Supplies
Up to 25°/o Off
20%off
25%off
25%off
20%off

~~5

meat~ chee~,

Welcome Back Sale!

35mm & 120 roll film
20 rolls or more
8 & W Box Paper
B&W25sh & lOsh Paper

1.~0

&

January 18 throu9h January 30
Serving the University of New mexico
and the City of Albuquetque.

P.ancak~

'.'

'
.:.r.
!
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Forum
I

Do You ant
Prohibition
In the UNM
Area?

DOONESBURY

Editorial

Economic State
Matter of Degree
1\t 98.6 degrees the body is healthy. All functions are operating nor.
mally. 1'\t 100 degrees, the body exhibits the signs of stress associated with
illness . .Just 1.4 degrees makes the difference between well and ill. Health
is just a matter of degree.
Ask almost anyone the difference between a recession and a depression
and they will be hard pressed to distinguish the two by anything more than
severity. Like physical health, economic health is a matter ofdegree, Both
recession and depression are states characterized. by high unemployment,
stagnated growth and falling wages and prices.
No one denies the economy is wallowing in a recession right now. The
United Auto Workers are considering accepting a major wage decrease in
an effort to create a semblance of job security - an act that is almost
sacreligious among labor union leaders.
No one denies the recession but no one is willing to admit the threat of
depression. When seatbelts first came out, they were unwisely named
disaster belts. The connotation inherent in that title led to the public's
avarsion to using the belts. The public's reaction to being told they are in a
depression would not be much better. The 1930s depression left such a
bitter taste ln everyone's mouth that declaring an .economic depression
could make matters worse.
The fine line between recession and depression is easily crossed and
hard to detect. For auto workers in the Detroit area, where bread and soup
lines are forming, the economy already has crossed the invisible barrier.
Unfortunately, without the declaration of an emergency there is
inadequate incentive to take the action necessary to prevent disaster. At
the same we must be careful not to overstate the crisis, we must be sure
not to underestimate the need. It's only a matter of degree.

Letter

Don't Jump tp Conclusions
With Liquor, Cottrell Says
Editor:
I think some points should be clarified about the liquor lic.ense waiver for
Posh Eddie's,
Mr. Waksman fully complied with the rules agreed to by the City Council
and the city hearing officer and the council was fully aware of Mr.
Waksman's request for a fUII·service license. I do not understand how Mr.
Eaby fwho incidentally, represented a client for a restaurant waiver at
another site) can take the position that the council was not aware of or that
the item was not fully publicized in which any member of the public in·
eluding Mr. Eaby could have spoken against it at that time. That would
have been the proper time for public objection. The tapes on the meeting
are public r!lcord and will show that a full·service waiver was knowingly
granted.
Mr. Eaby refers to negative impact of a full service license on the
University community. I have, as a student and faculty member, been
associated With and worked in the University area for thirty of the last
thirty.five years.
At one time there were three full·service licenses in the area across
Central and at Girard. A license itself is not prima facie evidence that there
may be problems. It is the style of management. If Mr. Eaby questions the
integrity or morals of the operator, he shoud address that and not the
·
waiver per se.
Marion Cottrell
Former President
Albuquerque City Council

Letters

Restaurant Owner States Position
Editor:
In response to Christian Eaby and his letter that
appeared in Monday, Jan. 18 issue of the Lobo:
Mr. Eaby is incorrect in the majority of his
statements.
1 - The reason most people have left the University
area by 9 or 10 p.m. is that UNM, unlike most major
colleges in the United States, has nothing to do after 9
or 10 p.m.
2 - There was no opposition to our waiver - not
one person spoke out against us.
3 - We do not have a full·service license. We have
an on premise dispenser's license (the difference being
we can not sell package liquors).
4 - The City Council voted 8·1 in favor of our
waiver, which they knew was for more than beer and
wine.
5 - In the resolution Mr. Eaby mentioned from the
Coalition of Alb. Neighborhoods, he fails to mention
that he sponsored, wrote and ramroded through the
resolution in a period of five minutes, which was fast
enough to worry some members of the Coalition.
6 - No opposition group has approached me. No
one had the decency to call me and discuss this. I had
to approach them.

7 - Let him name the councillors who are against
us. All Lsee is innuendo.
8 - No church is within 300 feet of us.
9 - My opposition to Mr. Eaby rests on the fact
that he currently represents a restaurant around the
corner from us in its beer and wine request. Surely this
a conflict of interest.
10 - Of the four neighborhood associations Around
us, Spruce Park, Silver Hill, Nob Hill an.d University
Heights, only one is dead set against us, Mr. Eaby's
Nob Hill, which is on Carlisle. Spruce Park feels they
should not be involved. The Silver Hills president is for
us, and the University H!lights board of directors is not
100 percent in agreement.
11 - We will not only be a bar, we will still open at 8
a.m. for breakfast and we will close at 12 p.m.
everyday but Friday and Saturday, We will serve food
at all times, and we will feature live music to listen to.
We plan to be a university area jazz bar and restaurant.
Thank you for the space to respond to thesl'! false
statements.

Posh Eddie's Bagels and Booze (formerly Posh
Bagel) is attempting to become UNM's only full
service bar (although without package liquor). We
started this process in June of 1981 and encountered no opposition until last week. We need
your help if wish to have a university community
full service bar and jazz club.

Yours truly,
EdWaksman
Posh Eddies

Reader Says Waksman Conscientious
Editor:
In reply to Mr. Eaby's 1•18 letter, his arguments
against the granting Of a full·service bar license to
Posh Eddie's appear to ignore the fact that Mr.
Waksman has, over the years, been most con·
scientious in maintaining the character of his
establishment in such a way as to enhance the neigh·
borhood environment.
He has not only vastly improved the business
premises, but has planted trees and provided seating
along the street in front of the building. In many less
concrete ways, he has expressed his conviction that a
businessowner must remain morally responsible to.the
community which he services.
Though not explicitly stated in his letter, what Mr.
Eaby, and others who have voiced objections, really
fear is the creation of another Okie's.
/
Ia this I can only reply that they must never have
set foot inside Ed Waksman's place. If they had, they
would know the following: 1)the relatively small
seating capacity would preclude anything but an
intimate, rather rowdy atmosphere. There isn't even
space for a small dance floor. 2)The changes in layout

which have been made in preparation for the granting
of a full·service license are quite tasteful, and are in
keeping with the continuation of the Posh's pleasant
and controlled setting. 3)Ed Waksman has always
been protective of both his business's reputation and
his clientele in that he is sWift to eject anyone who
may pose a problem. He does not, for instance, allow
street people or other loitering· types through his
doors,
Finally, Mr. Eaby does not fuliy understand the
reasons why a full·service license was applied for in
the first place. Posh Eddie's would like to provide the
university area with a place to listen to some good
jazz. It is not economically possible for Ed Waksman
to do this without the added revenue from a full·
service bar to pay for the prOposed entertainment.
Though it is obvious that the metamorphosis of
Posh Eddie's would have some financial benefit to the
owner as well, Mr. Waksman has from the beginning
sought to accomplish this in a way that would not be
detrimental to anyone, least of all to the neighborhood
in which he has already invested so much.
Virginia Ailey

We will continue to serve the same great food but
this is UNM' s only chance for a full service bar on
Central directly across from UNM.

If We Lose the
University Community Loses!
Therefore w~ ask your help. Please sign the attached petition and bring it by Posh Eddie's. Encourage your friends to sign the petition. If you
possibly can, show your support by attending our
approval hearing on Friday, January 21st at 9am
in Room 326 9f the City ~-tall building at:
400 Marquette Ave. NW.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
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Campus Buildings Matched-With UNM Priorities
The University of New Mexico
has grown immensely since the first
building, Hodgin Hall, was
completed in the summer of 1892.
The campus grew to almost 300
acres by World War I and now has
a total of about 637 acres, 265 on
the south campus, 187 on the
central campus and 185 on the
north campus.
There have been a few times
when the University's enrollment
seemed to explode, resulting in
rapid, and sometimes possibly
haphazard, growth in construction.
But that is not the case with UNM's
planning process today.
Today, ideas for c;~pital outlay
projects are taken to the University
architect's office, where a estimated
dollar value is placed on them and
is put on the office's proposed
project list.
Which projects arc given top
priority is decided by the University
president, provost and vice
presidents, with input from other
administrators and the University
architect.

;I l'
' i'

~~

The method of funding a project
is determined by the University
president and the vice president for
business and finance with approval
pf the UNM Board of Regents.
lf a project receives preliminary
approval from the Regents, the
project is then designed. The
preliminary design must then be
approved by the University architect, a building committee
appointed by the head of the college
or department involved in the
project, the Campus Planning
Committee, and then finally, the
Regents.
Among the projects UNM is
proposing for the next five years

finance has made a recom:
This project will also allow the 1984
mendation of $6.4 million for the . geography department to move out
The big project for 1984 is the
Student Services Building to the of Hodgin Hall· to Bandelier east. $6.8 million three-and-a-half level
1982 Legislature and placed the The department will be located in parking structure to be erected near
project in the "significant need" the Anthropology Building while the corner of Central Avenue !!nd
category.
Bandelier undergoes renovation, Stanford Drive. UNM hopes to
The building would house such Hooker said. He said that Bandelier have this project funded bY the
services a~ registration, student aids west may be used to house offices.
Legislature along with $2 million
and career services, admissions and
The BEF trimmed the Johnson for deferred maintenance and
student accounts.
Gym request to $5.7 million and remodeling.
placed it in the "needed" category,
Some offices now located in the
The University also hopes to
while
making no recommendation build a "surge" building on the
south wing of Mesa Vista Hall,
such as Student Aids and the Dean on the Social Sciences/ Anderson South Campus by selling $4.65
School of Management Building, million in revenue bonds. Such a
of Students office, will be moved
for which UNM requested $5.03 building would be used to house
into the Student Services Building.
million.
such t!lings as non-academic
The space in Mesa Vista Hall will
University officials have said that projects, ''soft-money'' · projects
then be used by the College of
Education and the Dep(lrtment of if the $5.7 million for Johnson Gym that will only last a limited amount
arc:
History and for other academic is approved, revenue bonds might of time or a department, function,
1982
have to be s.old to completely fund etc. while its home is being
Projects for this year which uses.
the estimated $8.36 million project.
renovated or remodeled.
U NM hopes to have funded by the
This project will free an
The
Legislative
Finance
ComNew Mexico Legislature include the estimated 22,400 square feet in
About $400,000 will also be
$8.36 million renovation of Scholes Hall, Bandelier east and mittee will make no recom· raised that year from other
Johnson Gym, the $6.44 million Mesa Vista Hall for use by such mendations on capital outlay University funds for land im·
Student Services Building and $2 overcrowded departments as the projects. Requests of state funding provements and utilities.
mUlion for deferred maintenance economics and sociology depar- for these projects must be inand remodelling,
tments, University Architect Van troduced in a bill to the Legislature. 1985
The Board of Educational Dorn Hooker said.
About $3.5 million may be asked
Other projects proposed for this
. year include $6 million for im· from the Legislature that year by
provements in the University the University for a north campus
telephone system and $350,000 for Student Services Building. Another
land improvements and utilities, $1 million in revenue bonds will be
both of which are to be paid by the 'sold to help pay for this building.
sale of revenue bonds.
UNM will also ask the
The renovation of Hodgin Hall Legislature for $2.5 million for
so it can house the Alumni Office deferred maintenance and $1
and the Department of Develop- million for a basement for the
ment is slated to start this year. The Student Services Building.
$700,000 project is to be funded by
Student housing at UNM may
various University funds including also be improved that year if UNM
a planned $350,000 raised by the sells $3 million in revenue bonds as
Alumni Association.
planned.
.
Other University funds will be
1983
tapped an estimated $400,000 for
land improvements and utilities.
There's nothing better than free.
Complete monthly statement.
Projects for next year which
That's the price you pay for a regular
You also receive our fully
UNM hopes will be funded by the 1986
checki.ng account at Albuquerque
descriptive, easy to understand
Legislature include the $5.03
The University hopes to receive
Federal.
statement each month. Everything's
million Social Sciences/Anderson from the state $4 million for a
there • deposits, withdrawals and
School of Management Building, unspecificed parking structure and
your monthly balance.
No fees or charges.
which the BEF made no recom- another $2.5 million for deferred
mendation on this year; $6.8 maintenance and remodeling.
You don't pay any monthly fees and
million for additions to the Elec$100 initial deposit.
A proposed $2.55 million surge
there are no check transaction fees. And,
trical Engineering Building and for building for the nnrth campus
there's no penalty if your account drops
Move over to the best priced
an Engineering Sciences Library; $4 would be funded from revenue
to next to nothing because there's no
checking account in town. Just $100
million for an Administration bond sales and $450,000 in land
minimum balance requirement.
opens your account at any
Annex and $2 million for deferred improvements and utilities would
Albuquerque Federal office in
maintenance and remodeling.
be paid through other Universiy
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho and Santa
B!lunceless cl•ecking protection.
Expansion of the Anderson funds.
Fe.
Our overdraft protection takes the
Schools of Management is high on
embarrassment out of an overdrawn ac·
the University's capital outlay
project list because of the large
count. This option is available on all our
amount of interest in management
checking plans.
degrees and programs, Hooker
883.-3257
said.
The University also hopes to
improve student housing with the
sale of $750,000 in revenue bonds
and make $350,000 in land im·
provements and utilities with other
University funds.
Gretchen Paslay

,=======================================i

Best Price In Town
For Checking!

UNM

Book
Store
Notes:
Back-to-School

East Central Office
4901 Central NE

Workshop Topic

At City Museum
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Samurai Swords
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Strathmore Series No. 400·8
18" x 24" Drawing Pad
Reg. $7.70
Now $5.39
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A workshop on the Samurai
Sword sponsored by the University
of New Mexico Division of Continuing Education will be held on
Jan. 23 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. a.t the
Museum of Albuquerque.
"The Japanese sword is the finest
edge weapon ever made in the
history of mankind," Terry
Double, coordinator of the Bureau
of Conferences and Institutes, said.
"It is also considered to be an art
form of the highest order."
The history and construction of
the Japanese sword will be
examined. Participants will learn
the proper care of the sword "so
that it can be preserved as an art
form for generations to come," he
said.
Workshop instructors will be
Takao Yonemoto and Shigeo
Shibata. Yonemoto has studied and
collected Japanese swords for five
years, Shibata for seven.
Both are members of the
Japanese Sword Society, and both
serve as advisors to the Museum of
Albuquerque on Japanese Arms
and Armor.
Students may bring Japanese
sWords of their own to the
workshop. The workshop fee will
be $28.50. Further information
may be obtained at the UNM
Bureau of Conferences and
Institutes.

Spring
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Tacheeni Scott
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Free.
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Only Native American with Ph.D .
In Microbiology Teaches at UNM
In the summers he herded sheep
for his grandmother, 12 miles
northeast of Tuba City, Ariz., on
the Navajo reservation. Now he sits
behind
an
epifluorescence
microscope performing research in
a pathogenic microbiology lab on
the second floor of the University
of New Mexico biology building.
The only full-blooded Native
American microbiologist in the
United States with a doctorate,
Tacheeni Scott at 37 asks questions
Navajos have never asked before.
Scott was raised in a culture that
taught him not to question the
workings of nature beyond a
certain point. But he found that his
best subject in school was science
and that he had a natural
inquisitiveness for the world that
surrounded him.
He pursued his interest at
Westmont College in Santa Barbara, Calif., where he received his
bachelor's degree in social science
and natural science.
''I had a rough go of it in
college," Scott said. "The classes
were small and the competition was
stiff. I was the only Native
American there. In fact, a black
fellow and I were the only
minorities out of700 students.
"I had a strong urge to go home
and be a truck driver. But I knew

that I wasn't going to be able to live
with that. I decided to take the
lumps and go to school with the
best - and make it. In fact, if I had
had an easy go of it in college, I
probably wouldn't have gone on to
graduate school."
Scott said the one thing that kept
him going was the moral support he
received from his parents.
"The more traditional Indian
people say, 'Don't mess with that.
That's the curiosity of white
people, not our people.'
"When I explained to my
grandmother that I was studying
bacteria ('ch'osh doyit'ini" - bug
that you cannot see), she asked,
'Why are you looking for them if
you aren't supposed to see them?"'
Scott said he has a respect for the
Navajo people. However, while he
was in college, he found himself
gaining independence from the
traditional ways and he felt free to
take the best from both cultures.
"My education has been a selfrealization of who I am. I know I'm
Navajo and I'll always be Navajo,
and though the questioning method
used in science is often counter to
the teaching I received from my
father, who was trained to be a
medicine man, when it comes to
doing res~arch, it doesn't matter
whether it's the Navajo way of

asking, Based on my educational
experience I can be free to ask.
"Part of my experience in school
was to evaluat~ the old traditional
ways and to look into n.ew ways and
new philosophies. Some of the
things I believed in my early days
can be explained in scientific terms.
Consequently, I've rejected a lot I
used to believe; I can't believe in
things that go against natural
As a program manager in 1972
with the Minority Institutional
Science Improvement Program in
Washington, D.C., Scott was the
first Native Amrican to work with
the National Science Foundation.
While there, he was continually
reminded by his black collegues of
his responsibilty as a role model for
other Native Americans.
Scott would like to eventually
teach at a small university where he
can work with Indian college
students.
"To earn
a Ph.D. in
microbiology - well, Navajos just
don't do that," Scott said. "I want
to let my people know that
becoming a research scientist is
attainable. There's nothing magic
about it- I simply did a lot of hard
work. It involves perseverance and
a belief that I'm not just doing this

continued on page 8

Spring 1982 Class Schedule

4800
4971
5101
4802
6367

AAS 103 Foundation of Afro·Am St 001 03
AAS285 Blacks in La! Am .•...•. 001 03
'AOA
HIs! 387 •••........•.•... 001
AAS290 Black Theol & Phil ....• , 001 03
AAS295 Educ & Col W Africa .... 002 03
AAS299 Black Leaders In US •. '. 001 03
AAS325 Afro-Am H ist 11 ........ oot 03
AAS391 Problems ••.•...•....• 001 1·03

M W3·4:15pm
MWF 2-2:50pm

MH 115
MH207

TTh 2-3:15pm
w 6:30·9:15pm
w 4:00-6:15pm
M 6:30·9:15pm
ARR

MH 106
MH212
MH204
MH 217
Okunor

Afro-American Studies
1819 Roma NE Oust west of campus police)
For more information call 277-5645

('

Special Store Hours:
Sat. Jan. 16 9am-3pm
Mon.Jan.188am-7pm
Tue. Jan. 19 8am-7pm

Main Store Hours

laws."

A fro-American Studies
4664
4799

1982

Medical/Legal Branch:
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm
Sat. Jan. 16 1Oam-2pm

We Buy
Used Texts
For Cash!
Booklists and schedules are provided for your convenience.
Please ask for assistance with
your textbooks if we can help
you in any way. Best of luck this
spring.

UNM
Bookstore
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in the
UNM CONCERT CHOIR - UNM's finest choir! These 55
voices, who perform a variety of music, will be the featured
choir at the BACH FESTIVAL (Santa Fe) in February, and the
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) CONVEN·
TION in Oklahoma City on March 5,. 1982. Other activities in·
elude a performance at the annual COMPOSER'S SYM
POSIUM on campus and participation in a performance of
the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and Poulenc, GLORIA with
the UNM Symphony Orchestra.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.· 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORALE - a newer ensemble added for
those who want to continue singing but feel their musical
background might not be up to the demands of the Concert
Choir at this time. All types of music will be sung including
pop, spirituals, classics, etc.; both individual concerts and
joint programs with other choral groups are planned.
Rehearsal schedule: Tue. and Thurs., 3:00p.m.- 5:30p.m.
or the
UNIVERSITY CHORUS- a large festival chorus that meets
every Tuesday evening from 7:30p.m.· 9:30p.m. This chorus
is designed especially for people who wish to sing but have
had lillie experience. Auditions are not required for the University Chorus. The primary project for the spring semester is
a performance of the Brahms, GERMAN REQUIEM and
Poulenc GLORIA with the UNM Symphony Orchestra In April.
NON·MUSIC MAJORS ESPECIALLY WELCOME - Sole
training is not necessary. Auditions are not difficult, and
chorus can easily be added to your schedule for credit if you
so desire. Graduate credit is also available. MEN'S VOICES
ARE ESPECIALLY NEEDED FOR ALL GROUPS!
AllDITIONS AT YOUR CONVENIENCE- 10:00 a.m.· NOON;
1:30 p.m.- 4:30p.m. in Room 1116, Fine Arts Center· Music
Department.
Monday January 18th
Tuesday January 19th
Wednesday January 20th
Cal1277-4301 or 277-4202 for further information.
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STU DENT HEALTH
CENTER

·

..

..

.........
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Anyone carrying 6 or more
hourB is eligible to use the
Student Health Center.

..........
....,..
.......

Stutdent Healtht lnbsurance its
no necessary o e seen a
the Student Health Center.

.,.
.........
....,.

All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge for
lab tests & x-rays.

. . ...

.........
.,.

Appointments available
during the day.

..
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continued from page 7

for myself, but to make it easier for
others who come after me.
"UNM has always been considered s~nsitive to the needs of
Native Americans," Scott said.
"Indian people have seen UNM as
a center of higher education for
Native Americans. ••
Scott's work at UNM is spansored by the Southwest Resource
Center through a postdoctoral
fellowshl·p.
The Southwest Resource Center,
a joint program of UNM and New
MeXI'co State Un 1'vers1'ty, was
established to increase participation
of minority and Jaw-income groups
in the fields of science and
engl'neer•'ng. Funded by the
Natl·onal Sc1'e·nee Found a.t. ion, the
Resource Center 'ls one of four in
the nation. Other. centers are
located in Georgia, Ne. w Yor. k and
Pue1to Rico.
He is .currently doing intracellular parasite research in the
UNM biology department, working
with others to develop a general
model describing how diseasecausing bacteria interact with the
body's white blood cells.
Scott's contributions up to this
point include the identifica{ion of
"alga"
Glaucocystis
the
an identity
nostochinearum which has been disputed since its
discovery 130 years ago. His work
resulted in the first demonstrated
instance of a blue-green alga taking
up residence in a colorless plant cell

Blue-green algae are important for
converting atmospheric nitrogen
into a chemical form usable by
plants.
·
Scott received his master's degree
in biology and his doctorate in
microbiology at the University of
Oregon at Eugene, where he also
was awarded doctoral fellowships
from the Ford Foundation and the
Navajo tribe.
While there he met Barre
· spec1a
· li zmg
· ·m
Toelk. en, a folklonst
Native American literature. Scott
challenged Toelken's translation of
b ·
d d · h
a c0yote ta 1e to e me1u e m t e
book, "Traditional American
Indian. Literatures: 'I'exts and
Interpretations." As a result, he
.
1.me
and Toelken prod uced a umque
·
·
f
h
by !me translation o t e t a! e,
incorporating intensifiers, pause
.
indicators and descriptions
o f hO'fl
k
1
11
the origina story-te er spo e.
"Coyote tales must be told to a
live audience," Scott said, "so
rather than just writing down and
publishing a verbal account, we
described what the story really
means. Folklorists have never done
these kinds of things before. This
work involves analyzing the Navajo
language at anew level."
Scott said it was his doctorate
training that allowed him to
become involved in the book.
"If we have more Ph.D.-trained
individuals we can do a lot for our
people. A Ph.D. after your name
somehow allows you to speak your

Native American folklorists have
come and gone, but none have been
Indian. Without challenging these
professionals they would have
published an incomplete volume."
In 1969 Scott traveled the western
portion of the Navajo reservation·
supervising and counseling young
people working on projects with the
Neighborhood Youth Corps.
In 1979 he became acquainted
with Native Americans throughout
Oregon and portions
h
d of California,
·
Nevada, Ida o an Washmgton as
a field researcher for th~ Oregon
Arts Commission. H1s. work
'd 'f ·
N ·
consisted of 1 en!l ymg
alive
American folk artists and collecting
and documenting Native Americanb
folk art in Oregon · Country
h'b' to e
included on a traveling
ex
h
A 1h'It, now
held in the Nortf west rc 1ves at
the University o Oregon.
h ·
h
Scott has taug ·t biology
11 at t de
Navajo Commumty Co ege an
became the first Navajo science
teacher on the Navajo reservation
when he took a job at Tuba City
High School in 1967. Recently he
was appointed a member of the
National Advisory Committee for
the lOth annual Minority.
Biomedical Sciences Support
Symposium to be held in
AlbuquerqueinApril.
"I can't follow precedents
because there are none," Scott said.
"We're establishing precedents.
Whatever I do will be something
new for Native Americans. For us
(the Indian people) wherever we go

Offi~~;;·Ei~ed~fu;B~MCiMRc
Attorney Patrick Villella will
serve as 1982 president of the
Bernalillo
County
Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Center
Board of Trustees.
Other newly elected officers are

Vice President Dr. Ernest Stapleton
and Secretary Kenneth Kamerman.
Outgoing President Gloria
Lucero and Richard Rocco also
serveastrustees.

The board is responsible for
reviewing the use of funds provided
by the city and county. Overall
control of the center is under the
authority of the UNM Board of
Regents.

•
·
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Skills Center
3rd floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560
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The Skills Center is a FREE tutorial center located in Zimmerman Library. If you
are enrolled in any of the following courses, you are entitled to tutorial assistance for
that course:

Walk-in Clinic open 24 hours/ . .
7 days a week.

•
..........

All general medical problems
are handled.

•
.......

Specialty clinics- allergy,
?ermatology, gynecology,
mternal medicine, neurology,
orthopedics, surgery,
urology, nutrition, podiatry,
dent i stry.

.........
•

~.
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We will help you with hom~ork problems, organizing essays, understanding
reading assignments, etc. We also conduct study groups for all Math and English courses.

.......
....,.

Mental health serviceindividual, couple, family,
group, vocational
counseling.

~

l=or all UNM Students (not only those enrolled in the above courses), we

..
•

Pharmacy & a nine-bed
infirmary.

•
•

........
...,..

~

.,.

~
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A new method for measuring effort, said this economic technique
content of coal beds that will result enables energy suppliers to estimate
in increased energy production and whether enough methane, an
conservation has been developed by unconventionai natural gas, is
University of New Mexico present in a coal seam to justify the
researchers.
expense of recovering it.
Chemical
and
nuclear
Before this delineation technique
engineering Professor Frank . was developed, the costs involved in
Williams, who heads the research measuring methane, a natural by-

product of coal, were exorbitant, so
the methane was usually exhausted
rather than recovered. ·
As a result of UNM's research,
significant quantities of natural gas
which would have been wasted will
now be availat>le as an energy
source.
Methane recovery from coal

Trespassers To Appeal Sentences

Known as the chip desorption
technique, this new method involves drilling through coal seams
rather than the conventional coring
of coal with a hollow tube,
"All we do is drill through coal
seams with a rotary drill, collect the
chips, and analyze the gas to
determine
methane content,"
Williams said. "We place the coal
Seven newspeople arrested with in sealed containers so the gas can't
the demonstrators were convicted escape.''
and given a $50 nne by Linneweh.
The awards are available to Another demonstrator who pleaded
The chip desorption technique is
graduating seniors and un- no contest to the trespassing charge not only faster than coring coal
dergradu~Je level___stlld~I!.!S. at- ~~s given a $50 fine and two days in seams, requiring two weeks as
tending accredited institutions of · )all.
compared to two months, it also
higher learning including technical
provides a 10-to-one savings. "This.
and vocational institutions apnew technique Will reduce the cost
proved
by
the
Veterans
About 200 demo~strators of methane delineation by $50,000
Administration.
gathered near Loving, N.M. in per site," Williams said.
Information and applications can September to protest the U.S.
be obtained in the Scholarship Department of Energy's plan to
Although simple, Williams said
Office, Room 1151 of Mesa Vista deposit low-level radioative waste this technique wasn't used in the
Hall.
in salt beds near Carlsbad.
past because of the gas lost during

The 20 demonstrators convicted
In October, Magistrate Judge
of trespassing for illegally entering H.H. Linneweh levied a $250 fine
the Waste Isolation Pilot Project · on the demonstrators and sentenced
last Labor Day will return to them to 30 days in jail.
district court in Carlsbad at 9 a.m.
A free lance journalist also
Wednesday to appeal their sen- arrested at the WIPP site is being
tences, which they consider ex- defended by the American Civil
cessive.
Liberties Union in a separate trial.

drilling. "It can be 30 !o 40 minutes
before the chips get to the surface in
some wells. During that time the
chips lose gas," Williams said.
''We have (jevelopeJ a complex
mathematical model that has been
verified in laboratory and field
correlations and it enables us to
correct for that loss of gas."

seams is a form of in situ (in place)
technology used to extract energy·
resources contained in geological
formations without significantly
altering the environment, Much of
the unconventional fossil fuels in
New Mexico are below the strip
mining level, so in situ technology is
used to tap these resources without
the negative environmental impact
resulting from conventional
mining.

Williams and his research team
have sampled coal at 15 different
sites in the San Juan Baain in northwester.n New Me"ico using the chip
desorption technique. He' estimates
the mathane trapped in coal beds in
the San Juan Basin could provide
the state's natural gas needs for
more than 100 years.

Defendent Gilbert Marin said,
"Our appeal is based upon the fact
Magistrate Linneweh's sentence
was severe and arbitrary when you
consider previous defen.dents with
the same charge were given $50
fines."

"We need more samples,
however, to determine how much
methane is in the San Juan Basin,
Extensive sampling is necessary
because of the strong geological
influences in the area," Williams
said,

Military Dependents Offered Awards
The Kirtland Officers Wives'
Association is offering 10 scholastic
awards of $750 for dependent
children of military personnel to
students wishing to further their
education.

Decision Permits
X-Rated Sweets
To Be Marketed

Williams is now working under a
U.S. Department of Energy grant
for $104,000 extending from May
1981 through July 1982, although
part of his research was initiated
with funds from a $60,000 New
Mexico Energy Research and
Develpment Institute grant
awarded to UNM in 1979.

City Attorney George "Pat"
Bryan reversed a zoning office
decision Monday by ruling that a
candy shop owner in the historic
Old Town district can sell the Xrated confections she keeps in a
refrigerator •
In a memo to zoning office
personnel, Bryan said the sale of·
the controversial treats is within the
city's historical zone code. The
zoning office earlier had warned
Candy Lady owner Debbie Dorbandt to halt her X-rated candy
commerce.
The historical zone code bans the
sale of items that identify "specific
anatomical areas or sexual activities.''

....,..

W'

Increased Energy Production To Result from Research

Math 100, 120, 121, 123, 150, 162
English 100; 101, 102
Social Science 100
Natural Science 100

provide a series of study skills workshops, individual appointments for some reading
problems and CST reviews.

To receive this assistance, you should come to the Skills Center, 3rd floor limmerman Library to make an appointt:nent to see the appropriate tutor. See you there.

But, Bryan said Monday, the
primary business at the Candy Lady
is the sale of legitimate confections.
The X-rated candy, hidden from
view in a refrigerator, is shown only
on request.
Accordingly, Bryan said the sale
of the anatomically-correct sweets
is incidental.
"It's the same as a 7-Eieven or a
Circle k selling Playboys, •• he said.
Dorbandt, who said she has
invested hundreds of dollars in the
molds needed to produce the candy,
says she sells the candy to
customers looking for something
frivolous and humorous to give
their friends.

Sun•Tran's Spring Semester* bus passes will be on
sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the UNM SUB (main
floor, north end) from 9AM to 3:30PM on January
14, 15, 18, 19 and 20.

Winter
Clearance
-SALE20o/o to 50o/o
Off

PASSES & PRICES:
Semester* Pass . . .................. . .$50.00
Commuter Pass
One calendar month ................. $16.00
Punch Pass
Twenty rides ........................ $ 8.00
'available only to lull-time students of accredited post high school educational institu•
lions In ~:buquerque. A lull•time st11dei1f at UNM is registered lor 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.

For information call 766-7830

iI
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Woman's Hypersensitive Nerves Bring Former Pain
The population total for the
counties. The central congressional District No. I contains 434,141
continued from page 1
House's first district is identical to
known
as
people,
or
0.04
percent
less
than
the
district
in
both
bills
vote after two floor amendments to
the Senate's,
change the makeup of two districts District No. 1 - is composed of ideal figure. District No. 2 contains
Bernalillo, Torrance, Guadalupe 438,931 people or 1.07 percent
were defeated on identical 37-32
District No. 2 in the House
and DeBaca counties.
more than the ideal; and District
votes.
version
has 433,898 people, or 0.09
The other districts, as approved No. 3 contains 429,822 people,
The Senate then refused to
in
the
Senate
version,
are:
which
is
1..03
percent
less
than
the
concur with the House amend- District No. 2: Hidalgo, ideal.
ments, the House subsequently
Grant, Luna, Sierra, Dona Ana,
The total deviation from the
refused to change its plan, and the Otero
Eddy, Chaves, Lea, ideal, which is figured by adding
eight-member conference comRoose~clt, Curry, Quay, Union and the highest and lowest percentage
1
mittee was born.
of deviation from the norm, is 2,1
Colfax counties.
The four senators on the com_ District No. 3: Catron, percent in the Senate version.
mittee are: Manny Aragon, DSocorro
Lincoln, Valenc.ia,
The House version, a~ amended
"SUB Entertainment" at the
Bernalillo; Ron Olguin, DCibola, McKinley, San Juan, Rio by the Voters and Elections University of New Mexico will kick
Bernalillo; Jack Stahl, RBernalillo; and Edward McGough, Arriba, Los Alamos, Sandoval, Committee and approved by the off the first week of the spring
Santa Fe, Taos, San Miguel, Mora full House, swaps Colfax and semester with a mime act and
R-Sandoval-Bernalillo-Rio Arriba.
Grant cou.nti~s in the . ~enate's weekend dances.
House members are: Reps, H.B. and Harding counties.
The
ideal
population
figure
for
s~uthern dtstrl~t f~r ':'ardmg and
Chris and Tommy Rivera, known
Barnard, D·Curry; George Fctcounties m 1ts northern professionally as "Partners in
congressional
district - , Lmcoln
.
.
d' .
tinger, D-Otero; Max Coli, R-Santa eac h
derived by dividing New Mexico's
tstnct.
,
. .
Mime," will entertain the lunFe; and J3oyd Scott, R-San Juan.
1
3
million
citizens
by
three
is
Thus,
Skeen
s
home
county
ts m chtime crowd free Wednesday from
The net result of the House
4J4,298.
·
the southern district in the House noon to 1 p.m. in the student
version of Pinto's bill swaps two
Under
the
Senate
version,
version.
lounge area on the main level of the
northern counties for two southern
New Mexico Student Union
Building. Comp11ter portraits will
also be available in the SUB
Wednesday.
The first dance of the semester is

Mime Acts, Dances Kick Off
First Week Back at UNM

We're st~ipping the store of winter clothes

scheduled for Friday from 9 p.m. to
I a.m. in the Subway Station, lower
level of the Student Union Building
and will feature Jams Unlimited as
the D.J,
The Subway Station will feature
its grand re-opening f'riday with a
dance from 9 p.m. to ·I a.m.
"South Side" is to be the featured
band, with "Jams Unlimited"
providing a disc jockey.
Admission for both dances is $2
for
UNM,
University
of
Albuquerque and TechnicalVocational In~titute students, and
$3 for the general public.

SALE Y4 - Y2 off

Mary Georgia Anderson came to
the University of New Mexico
Hospital/BCMC from her home
near Ann Arbor, Mich., after
suffering seven years from what
might be called painful memories.
Her nervous system had learned
the trick of re-creating sensations•
from long ago. Spasms of pain and.
burning bl!rst l!pon her without
warning - just as they had years
earlier when she had appendicitis.
Bizarre? Supernl\tural? A rare
condition?
No.
As many as 30 percent of all the
women with pelvic pain suffer
because of similar short-circuits in
the nervous system, estimates Dr.
John Slocumb of the UNM
Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology.
Anderson, a grade-school teacher
and mother of two children, had
surgery seven times in seven years
as doctors tried vainly to remove
whatever was hurting her. Every
time, nerves in the area learned a
new pain mimic. Doctors tried
biofeedback,
electronic
nerve
stimulation and when aU else failed,
pain pills.
Nothing worked for very long.
They could not cure her. They
could not even diagnose exactly
what was wrong.
"I felt I had been given good
treatment " said Anderson, "but
there was' this frustration I had to
fight. I was one of their first
patients with this problem.

..., can understand how they
felt," she continued. "If I had a
f~rsl-grader in my cl<~Ss for seven
years and he hadn't learned how to
read in all that time, I'd be
frustrated, too.''
Anderson met Slocumb while he
was visiting a colleague in the
Midwest. They happened to hit it
off well and she asked for the
address of the Obstetrics and
Gynecology Department so she
could keep in touch.
"I was very impressed," she said,
"The conversation absolutely made
my day."
Two years later she wrote to ask
if he knew of any new approaches
to her problem.
The answer was yes.
Chronic pain in the area of the
pelvis is sometimes made worse by
stress, Slocumb said, and stressrelated pain is treatable.
A person subjected to stress
begins to suffer from anxiety often without knowing it. Anxiety,
in turn, can bring on all kinds of
responses: ·ulcers, back pain,
headaches, alcohol abuse and other
changes of behavior imd body
functions.
In people like Anderson, anxiety
combines with other causes to
arouse certain nerve endings
associated with a memory of pain
from previous illness or injury.
These hypersensitive nerve endings overreact when anything
stimulates them. A light touch feels
like a hot iron laid across the skin,

or a stabbing pain to the deep pelvic
organs, Slocumb said. Even routine
body functions such as the monthly
menstrual cycle can bring severe
and lasting pain attacks.
Thi.s unnatural pain brings on
more anxiety, which makes the
nerves ev.en more sensitive. The
result is a cycle: anxiety, sensitivity,
pain. More amdety, .more senoitivity, more pain and so on.
Slocumb said physicians can
easily mistake the nerve pain for an
internal pelvic disease and attempt
to cure it with surgery that is not
needed.
Non-surgical approaches are
designed to break the. cycle of rising
pain and anxiety, and allow the
central nervous system time to reprogram the hypersensitive nerves
so they stop sending their pain
signals.
·But that is much more easily said
than done.
Each part of the body has
thousands of nerve endings. The
left leg, for example, has its own
set. The same is true of the right
leg, the hands, the face and all
other parts, including the pelvis.
Nerves fan out through the pelvis
in a lacy tangle of fibers like silk
threads. The stem of this system is a
cord of nerve tissue that looks
something like electrical cable. It
plugs directly into the spinal cord
inside the backbone.
This spinal connection is the
center of hypersensitivity. If a stem
becomes hypersensitive, any of the
nerve fibers growing out of it can
begin to produce abnormal pain
signals.
For this reason, Midwestern
doctors once tried to shut off
Anderson's pain by temporarily
numbing the pelvic nerve stern near
the spinal cord, but without sucRakowski said economic san- cess.
Slocumb uses a newer approach.
ctions by the West "are cutting off
our arm" but said not even "the Mapping areas that seem to be
most brutal pressure" would force
Poland to abandon its policy.
In an in'terview with the Wesf~
German magazine Stem published
Monday, Rakowski said Poland
could lift martial law restrictions
"the day after tomorrow and create
a situation of chaos within a
mortth."
Sen. Larry Pressler, R-S.D., just
back from Warsaw, said in
Washington that Poland's leaders
2324 Central SE
will not relax martial law soon
because doing so would produce
"an explosion" of unrest - and
possibly lead to civil war.
Fashion Pants
In his interview with" Stern,
Men's and Women's
Rakowski said: "For me there is no
doubt that Walesa means very little
without his advisers. He easily loses
Designer Cords
all relation to reality .•• He is a
Retail $25-$30
great speaker to the people but it is
hard to get a constructive answer to
Designer Jeans
a large political problem."
from the makers of
Earlie-;., Martial Law Union
Jordache
Reg. $25.95
Affairs Minister Stanislaw Ciosek
said he and Walesa "attained a
Levi Jeans (prewashed,
consensus of views" irt negotiations
Straight leg, Boot cut
on the future of the union.

trigger points, he numbs the trigger
points individually, After all, tbe
problem is not that a whole nerve
has run amok, but that specific
parts of it are more affected than
others.
Anderson has cormnuted to New
Mexico twice for four-day series of
anesthetic injections. Although not
"cured," it is the first relief she has
had in eight years.
Slocumb said this technique has
resulted in permanent relief for
about three out of four women, He
has seen more than 300 cases in the
past two years. Anderson's case will
probably be difficult, however,
because "the longer the duration of
the problem, the harder it is to
break the cycle," Slocumb said.
"I know it's a slow process,
There are no guarantees," said
Anderson. Lately, however, she has
reported being pain-free for whole
days.
Part of the attack on the problem
is communication. "The object is
to inform the patient so there's no
anxiety or misunderstanding about
what's going on," Slocumb said .
"The liest success comes with the

patient who's best informed."
One desirable by-product of this
approach is that medical treatment
becomes less intimidating.
· If follow-up treatments are
necessary after Anderson completes
her series of three vi:;its to UNMH/BCMC, Slocu.mb hopes to
collaborate with her doctors in.
Michigan,
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HOWDEN
OFfiC/E SUPP& J'
R-KIVE Organizer
REG. $11.50 SALE $8.99

Desk calendar
REG. $3.50 SALE $2.75

Receive a 12% Discount
on non-sale merchandise
with this ad through Jan. 28

Penlel mechanical pencil
REG. $3.98 SALE $2.98

W alesa May Be Released To
Custody of Polish Church
~TSFl· 0~ tl~e l?flffil?ERED ffiflrDEH?

WARSAW, Poland- Poland's
Roman Catholic church plans to
take custody of imprisoned
Solidarity union leader Lech
Walesa and keep him in a palace
run by nuns, a high church source
said Monday, Martial law
authorities dismissed the idea and
said there was no dale for Walesa's
release.

Both locations
2937 Monte VIsta NE

11101 Menaul NE

(Near UNM)

(Foothills Shopping Center)

Paut Gurule sips coffee outside of the Subway Station to fight the
cold.

1twlt~5 _you
§

i
Monday:
the 18th

Get a pizza

the action.

Ice-Breaker

Church sources would not
elaborate what role Walesa might
play under church care, but said the
union leader who has been held
incommunicado since the military
crackdown Dec. 13 would be
moved to a palace outside Warsaw
"where he will stay permanently."
The sources said Walesa "will be
able to use the palace as his office
to contact various people. It has not
been ruled out that he will bring his
family there."
Deputy Premier Mieczyslaw
Rakowski was asked at a press
conference if Walesa would be
freed within three weeks, but said
only, "I don't know'' and warned
that releasing internees would
return Poland to the situation that
caused the martial law crackdown.

HOWDEN OFFICE SUPPLY 3301 Central NE (Next to BACA'S)

Back-to-School Sale at
California Fashion Outlet
Across from UNM
Only 57 99

with coupon

Only S11 99

with coupon

Fashion Pants

the 19th

(Women's and Men's)
S799

Coupon expires 1·30-82

Only S18 99

with coupon

Only 51099

with coupon

Designer Cords
irr.)

$1199

Coupon expires 1-30-82

Overalls
A GROUP ABOUT WOMEN AND CHANGE

Men's and Women's, assorted colors

Wednesdays 9-11 a.m •• beginning F•. 3, for 6 weeks. Limited to 8 pre-registered par·

Tuesday:

266·6872

"Tues. Night afthe Movies"

tlcipants. For information and IndividUal pre-registration lnterwlew' cal1277-4537. Together,
we will employ wrbal and nonverbal counseling approaches io explore change In ourselves,

Painter P.ants

our relationshipS and our world.

Men's and Women's, denims and colored

Facilitated by Carolina Yahna, M.A., Student Mental Health Service. Free to students

Only 51099

Designer Jeans
51899

Coupon eXpires 1·30·82 ·

enrolled tor 6 or more hours.

Wednesday:
the 20th

Thursday:
the 21st

Friday:
the 22nd

California blouses

Bar-B-Que

Men's SS Knit

"Evening at the lmprov"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Blow Out!!
1811 Mesa Vista
1 block north of Lomas and Yale

All parties begin at 9pm
Men:
l)N·.· M
IF C. Ru·s· h .ID .re.qu. ired .
Women:
AllID
areand.
welcome

.

.t~

~-tQ>~~~<Q>-~-~<Q>IQ>!Q>tQ>~

~e~·

.....,-a.~

regular $10.99

S1Q99

Coupon expires 1·30-82

.

't

....

mmon y group JUntor
or senior with at least 3,0 GPA
as Research Assistant on Biology
Project, MARC Program; tuition &
benefits and stipend paid. Contact
Prof. Griego, 114 Marron Hall, 277-3641.
~'

Levi Jeans

Sale Prices on Many other items!
Come ill and check our fantastic Back-to School
Sale at. California Fashioh Outlet!

2324 Centrai.SE
Across from UNM
266-6872

P~ge
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Production To Provide Its Own Ice
The 46th Edition of Ice Follies
and Holiday on Ice Combined
Shows does not have an ice arena to
come to when they appear at
Tingley
Coliseum
Wednesday
through Sunday. Therefore, the
shows must provide their own ice.
. A portable ice rink facility is a
totally self-contained refrigeration
plant, transported on three 42-footlong semi-trailer trucks. Just add
electricity to power the compressors
:md water to make the ice.

THE TESTING DIVISION OF UNM
ANNOUNCES ITS REGULAR

STUDENT TESTING SERVICE
The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this calendar
showing test dates and registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM students. This calendar will be published at the
beginning of fall and spring semesters.
We suggest that you clip and save this calendar for future
reference.
TEST DATI<:

Collc•gp Lt•vt•l

Subj.-Wcd. Mar. 17 & Gen. Th. Mar, 18, 1982
Suhj.-Wcd, Apr. 14 & Gen. Th. Apr:15, 1982
Subj.-Wed, May 12 & Gen. Th, May 13, 1982
Subj.-Wed. June 16 & Gen. Th. june 17, 1982

ExnminuUon
Progra1n ( CLEP)
Institutional Gent>ral
CLEP Tt•sts uvaJlnble
at rt•tlnccd cost to
UNM students or pros·
pPctJvp students only.
Com municution

Skills Test (CST)

Jan. 28 Apr. 15
Feb. 4 Apr. 22
FdJ. 18 May 13
Mar. 4 May 27
Mar. IS June 3
June 17
February 5
February 18
March 5
March 19
April!
Apri!l6
Apri129
Mn;-7

Antifreeze, initially at 70 degrees
Fahrenheit, is compressed and
pumped through the pipes, cooling
the aluminum to 10 degrees
Fahrenheit. · Workmen begin
spraying a fine mist of water over
the surface, beginning at the center
and working toward the edges,
Building the floor up to the
required one and one-half inches
usually takes about 36 hours of
continuous spraying.

fahrenheit, a normal ice skating
temperature. When completed, the.
ice floor measures I60 feet by 60
feet (dimensions vary slightly
according to arena).
The professional ice rink is now
ready to receive an array of per·
formers,
After the Ice follies and Holiday
on Ice Combined Shows leave
town, the ice is quickly chilled to 5
degrees fahrenheit, making it
brittle. The crew uses blunt-ended
tampers to break the ice, then carts
it away in wheelbarrows.

The first truck in the caravan
houses three compressors, each
The water freezes quickly as it
with a 60-ton refrigeration
capacity. The other two IS-wheelers hits the cold surface. Air is trapped
carry the rink, all electrical ap· inside the ice, turning it white and
The antifreeze is pumped back
paratus, hoses, connections, cables, thus eliminating the need to paint
the
ice
(as
was
necessary
with
older
into
the tanks under the trailers, au
a Zamboni (ice-surfacing machine),
methods).
The
Zamboni
reduces
hoses
are disconnected, the
and six tanks of antifreeze.
the
coarse
surface
to
a
smooth,
aluminum
panels are disjoined, and
Upon arriving at a site, the .25glassy
slab.
The
ice
is
then
the
entire
apparatus
is packed into
man crew unloads the equipment
"warmed"
to
18-22
degrees
'
three
semis.
and begins assembling the 21 cinch
by 28-foot aluminum panels. Each
panel contains a labyrinth of pipes
r~<Q><Q><Q><Q><QHQ>~~~~<Q><Q><Q><Q>~
to circulate the antifreeze.
High-pressure hoses connect the
floor to the huge compressors.
Before antifreeze is injected, air is
pumped throughout the entire
system to check for any accidental
leaks.
§
Then, a two-inch by six-inch
wooden border is placed around the ~
are now available
whole rink. The entire set-up
~
at the GSA office.
procedure usually takes between
Call277-3803 for more information.
eight and 12 hours. At this point, ~

CLOSING DATE
TEST

the rink is ready for refrigeration.

for REGISTRA 110N
Feb. 16, 1982
Mar, 16, 1982
Apr. 13, 1982.
May 18, 1982

Hcporting time: 8:15a.m,
Fee: $18.00 per test· checks
or Money-Orders payable
toUNM
No appointment is necessary.

~
~

Hcgistration opens Jan, 25, and will be continuous.
As soon as one date is filled another is opened.

Testing sessions STAHT at 8:30a.m. & 1:30 p.m.
60 seats available for each session, Student
MUST HAVE ID to take lest.

Graduate Student Association
1982-83
Budget Applications

F«Q-><Q>~-<Q>~<Q>~~<Q>-~
Jo<; Cavaretta

D<•ntal Adrni&;ion
Testing Program
(DAT)

Apr. 17. 1982
. Mar. 22, 1982
Oct. 9, 1982
Sept. 13, 1982
(NOTE: Applications must be in the American Dental Association office
by closing date)

D<•ntal A.~isting
Nntionall3oard
Tt'!.t

Junel2, 1982
Aug. 14, 1982
Oct. 9. 1982

Apr. 23, 1982
June25, 1982
Aug. QD, 1982

DPntnl llygicm•
A plit udc TQst

Feh, 13, 1982

Jan, 22, 1982

Dieticians
ll(•gistration Exam

Apr. 17, 1982
Oct. 30, 1982
(NOTE: Applicants write to American Dietetic Assoc.,
Hcgistration Office
430 North Michigan Al'e., Chicago IL 00611)

Gradual<' Mana_l(cmcnt
Adm i&;ion Tcs l
(G!IlAT)

J.lar.20. l>JS2
Feb. 15, 1982
Jurw 23, l!l82 (Evening Tcst-6 p,tn.-11: 00 p.m.)
May 18, W82
(i>ICJTE: Applications must be postmarked no later than
dosing date li>ted above.

Craduatt' Ht•cord
Examinations (GHE)

April 24, 1982
Mar. 19, 1982
June 12, 1982 (Aptitude Test Only)
May 7, 1982
(l"OTE: Applications must be pmtmarkcd no later than
closing dale listed above.)

Bill Chanc(l of the SUB Theater Film r;ommlttee puts up 11 poster
for th11 first film of th11 stlmllstsr, "TI'tlllsurs of ths Sisrr11 Mlldl'fl,"
which will pl11y Frid11y, J11n. 22,

Four Air Force Thunderbirds
Crash in Practice Maneuver

Campus Briefs
GAY MEETING

Graduaw School
FnrP[gn Language
TPst ( C:SFLT)

Contact 'resting Division (277-5345 for appointment)

Law Sl'iwol Admis,;ion
Tt•sl (LSATJ

Feb. QD, 1982
}tine 16, 1982 (E,·ening tcst-6 p.m.)
Oct. 2, 1982
Dec. 4, 1982
Feb. 19, 1983

Al'PUCATJONS AVAILABLEAFTEI! MAJlC/J 1,1982
(NOTE: Applications must be postmarked
closing date listed above)

by the

Mcd ical College
AdmiS5ion Test
(!I! CAT)

April24. 1982
Sept. II, 1982
APPLICA110NS WILL BE AVAILABLE ATTESTING DIVISION
ABOUT FEB. 1, 1982.

Miller Analogies
Test (MAT)

Contact Testing Division (277-5345) for appointment

National 'reacher
Exam (NTE)

Feb, 20, 1982
Apr. 17, 1982

Optometry College

Mar. 13, 1982
Feb. 12, 1982
Oct. 23, 1982
Sept. 24, 1982
(NOTE: Application must be in the office of the Psychological Corp.
by closing elate listed above)

Adtn lssion

T~st

Pharmacy College
1\drnission Test
(l'GAT)

The Gay and Lesbian Student Union will hold its first meeting of the
spring semester Jan. 26 at 7:30p.m. in Room 231-E of the Student Union
Building.
_
The agenda includes a group exercise exploring each individual's past, a
discussion of where the GLSU is going and plans for the semester's first
party.
The GLSU is open for all lesbian, gay and bisexual students.

CANCER CLASSES

jan. 21, 1982
May 17, 1982
Sept. 2, 1982
Nov. 4, 1982
jan. QD, 1983

Jan, 18, 1982
Mar. 15, 1982

F'cb, 6, 1982

Jan, 9, 1982
May 8, 1U82 .
.
Apr. 10, 1982
(NOTE I ApplicatiDn must be in the office of the Psvcholagical Corp.
by closing date lfstcd above)
·

l'esl of English llS
u Foreign Language
(TOEFL)

Mar. 13, 1982.
Muy 15, 1982

Veterinary Aptitude
Test

Mar. 6, 19S2
Feb. 8, 1982
(NOTE: Application and fee must be received by
the Psychological Corp. by dosing date listed above,)

Feb.8, 19$2
Apr. 12, 1982

The mall gets treated to a violin solo by Amy Wright.

Classes in cancer - what it is, what it does, how to live with it - are
held free of charge every Tuesday, planned at least through Feb. 23, from I
to 3 p.m. at the University of New Mexico Cancer Research and Treatment
Center, 900 Camino de Salud NEon the UNM north campus.
Classes meet in Room 240 on the plaza level of the CRTC.
The course begins with a general review of what cancer is. The following
sessions explain how to deal with daily health problems related to
chemotherapy and radiation therapy, ways cancer and its treatment change
a patient's life and the importance of diet and exercise for cancer patients.
People can join the class at any time. More infonnation is available by
calling 277 4946.

INDIAN REPRESENTATIVE VISITS
A representative for the Association of American Indian Phys!cians is
scheduled to make a visit Wednesday to the University of New Mexico.
The representative, Charles Eaves, will meet with Indian students
pursuing undergraduate programs in pre-med, osteopathic health careers
such as pharmacy. In addition, he will meet with other organizations and
program personneL
.
Eaves will be at the Native American Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas
Road NE from 9 to 10 a.m.

APPLICANTS WANTED
The Radiologic Technology (diagnostic x-ray) Program will be accepting
applications through the end of January for space in the class beginning in
June.
For mordnformation, contact the Radiologic Sciences Office, Room B~
OS of the Basic Medical Sciences Building, at 277-5!54,

INDIAN SPRINGS,· Nev. Four jets from the Air Force's
. Thunderbirds stunt team practicing
a daring "loop ana tail" manuever
crashed Monday, one after
another, into the rugged Nevada
desert and exploded in flames. All
four pilots were killed.
The four planes crashed into the
sand nose first, the Air Force said.
One witness likened the impact to
that of a napalm bomb.
"The pilot farthest to the east hit
the ground first and the other three
followed within a tenth of a second,
flying in fonnation," said Tom
Sullivan, a Boulder City, Nev., man
driving to a construction job in the
area.

Esperanza Para Nuestros Ninos
Child Respite Service is taking
applications from families and
individuals who are interested in
. babysitting for mentally retarded,
autistic and . physically disabled
children in their home or in the·
home of the child.

'

More information can be ob·
tained from Kathi Norris at 8730600.
Esperanza Para Nuestros Ninos
agency is funded in part by the New
Mexico Health and Environment
department, Developmental
Disabilities Bureau,

Eight of the team's 14 fatal
crashes occurred in Nevada, During
the 29-year history of the Thunderbirds, Air Force Pilots have
performed in 2455 air 'hows before
an estimated 153 million spectators.
The T -38 Talon trainers,
manufactured by Northrup Air
Craft Co. in California, have been
used by the Thunder birds in 694 air
shows since 1973.

Open Mon..S..t. 9:30-6:00
255-8673

La Posada's Entree Card
A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work
meals.

The victims were not immediately
identified.
Wreckage was scattered across
.the desert where three separate fires
burned beneath a black column of
smoke after the crash, a witness
•
said.
The planes were in training for an
air show at Davis Monthan, Ariz,,
beginning on March 13, an Air
Force spokesman said.

.

The pilots were practicing the
"loop a'nd' tail" maneuver in which
the T-38 training jets, flying one
behind the other in a single line,
zoom low to the ground then roll
upward into a loop, according to a
spokesman for the Thunderbirds.
The planes apparently failed to
turn up out of the loop soon
enough to avoid impact, witnesses
Six Thunderbird planes fly for an
air show- four flying in formation
and two flying solo maneuvers. The
team planes fly in a tight diamond
formation for most stunts.
The crash occurred at about 10
a.m. about 40 miles northwest of
Nellis Air Force Base.
Before Monday's crash, the

·_1

'

4811 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.H. 87108
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It was the worst accident in the
history of the precision military
flying team and its 15th fatal crash
since the group was formed in 1953.
A total of 18 pilots have been
killed.

s~id.

People Needed To Care for Disabled·

Thunderbirds' most recent accident
had. been on Sept. 9, I981, when the
jet of the team leader, Lt. Col,
David
Smith,
crashed
at
Cleveland's Burke Lakefront
Airport, Smith died when his
parachute failed to open.

Happy Feet
supplies all dancers with a
complete selection of
footwear and appareL
Names·, name dancers have
demanded for years.
Capezio, Danskin and Flex-a-tard.
And always professional fitting by
trained experts.
We've been fitting New Mexico
dancers for years.
Happy Feet ... All things to
·all performers.

Buy in advance, all those dinners before your
Wednesday night lab, and for many other meals you
need to have while on campus.

It's a wise move into the
residence haUs, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but apply early! Don't be left out.

Usc Entree card for $16.00 worth of any com·
bination of meals at La Posada, Buy one or as many
as you need. Just$14.00, a $16.00 value.

ROOM ·11 BOAAD
UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
Contact: Housing ReserVations
La Posada Hall
277-2606

Pug(• 14, N(•W Mt•xico Daily Lobo, january 19, 19H2

!'age 15, New Me.,ico D>tily Lobo, January HJ, 1\)82

Arts

Sports
Lobos Ink Seven Football Recruits

3

2

)

(

Lobo defensive coordinator Joe
Lee Dunn announced Monday that
seven junior college football players
have transferred to New Mexico
and will play next fall.
The seven players are: Gordie
Cunningham, a 6'1", 245-pound
center from Glendale Community
College in Phoenix, Arizona who
runs a 5.0 40-yard dash; Joe
Young, a 5'11" defensive back,
also from Glendale, the fastest

Wrestlers .Earn Roads Victory

?'

6

I

I
I

Offer expires
January 30, 1982

II
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Bill Masterson To Exhibit Works
In Two One-Person Shows In City
Ray Abeyta
Last semester the New Mexico
Dai(v Lobo published an article
entitled "Portrait of the Artist as a
Working Man." The article was an
interview with Albuquerque artist
Bill Masterson, then working
behirtd the scenes at the University
of New Mexico Fine Arts Museum.
Refering to himself as "a
glorified janitor," Masterson was

ASUNM Textbook

Co·Op
Come in and Buy your
Books for Less!
We carry a wide selection of textbooks
for the spring semester.

Open Now!
You can still sell your textbooks for more!
ASUNM Textbook Co·op is located in the SUB
Basement, Room 24·A. For more information
call our 24 hour answering service at 277·
3701.
We;re a non-profit, student run Co·op
bringing you less expensive textbooks.

the person who did much of the
work with hanging and presentation of the exhibitions and with
the upkeep of the museum.
Aside from working at the
museum 40 hours a week,
Masterson is an artist of some
repute in Albuquerque.
While he is rto longer working at
the museum, Masterson is siill
painting, on canvases, not walls.
He left the art museum to dedicate
more time to his painting and the
results of his labors will be the
focus of tWo one-person shows at
the Hoshour and Jonson Galleries.
Masterson began his career as an
artist while a UNM undergraduate.
At the time, he was a math major
taking a few drawing classes on the
side. His interest in art eventually
led him to taking more drawing and
painting classes than math classes.
He changed his major from math to
art and recieved a Masters of Art
degree from UNM.
Since then he has had numerous
jobs including teaching art at
Sandia Preparatory School and the
job at the art museum where I first
met him.
I was then working for the Art
Students
Association Gallery,
where our limited resources often
found us in the backshop of the
museum
scrounging
extra
pedestals, glass cases and cigarettes
from
an always-accomodating
Masterson. A trip to the backshop
would oftentimes take hours just to
borrow a pedestal. ·
The backshop run by Masterson
was something like going to a small
towrt gerteral store; pull up a· work
bench, light up a smoke and shoot
the bull.
Masterson was in the unique
position of being an artist
simultaneously right in the middle
and behind the scenes of the UNM
art department. He was an observant man with a keert, often
sarcastic point of view of the inner
workings of the museum, the .art
department and the people who
occupy that small. sphere.
As an artist he is soft spoken .
about his work. He talks about the
figure, line and subtle coloration in
terms reserved for those things in
life that one holds in awe and
respect.

Relying on the human figure as a
take off point, Masterson moves
through a process of eliminating the
excess, choosing those aspects of
the human form that best translate
into the subtle line and gradation of
color on a two-dimensional surface.
Mastersort has not shown his
work in Albuquerque for some
time. The shows at the Hoshour
and Jonson galleries are well
deserved and long-awaited event~
for both the artist and the art
audience.
Both shows will open Friday. The
show at the Hoshour, which will
feature his paintings, will be on
exhibit until Feb. 20, with an
opening reception this Friday from
6to 8 p.m.
The Jonson Gallery will feature
works on paper and will feature
them until Feb. 28. The opening
reception at Jortson will also be this
Friday night from S to7 p.m.

Jeff Ale)(ander

UNM skier Max Wahlqvist brushes past a pole on his way to a
third place finish in the slalom in the Wyoming Invitations/last
Thursday.

,,

\

Men's Soccer Joins League'
Women Seek New Members
The University of New Mexico
soccer club, which concluded their
fall season with a 7-l-1 record, has
been accepted into .the Rocky
Mountain Soccer League.
The 10-team league begins play
next fall with scheduling to be made
next month.
"We are happy to be involved
with the league," said Coach Craig
Robertson. The team will continue
to play in the City Men's league
si nee Robertson hopes to get
enough players to form a second
team.
Spring tryouts will be held

-

TUESDAY

WTWIIng: UNM vi. Air Forc:e In Colorado
Springs.
WEDNESDAY
Janu.~ry20

Womt'1'1 '$ Gof/: UNM ai Lady Aztee InVitational in
El Cahon, Call(omla.

T H U R S D A Y

January21
Wamtn 's Basketball: UNM at Non hem A.rbona In
Ffagstarr, Arizona, 7 p.m.
Women 1.S' Golf: UNM at lady Aztec Jtivitatlonat In
El Cahon, California.
Mtn~

and Womtn'S i11r«-t.m T1rrce Baskttball:

Intramural enlrlts due and managers meeting at
Johnson Oym, room l$4, 4 p.m. No late entries will
be accepted.

UNM SUB Enlerflllamrnf wlil pre5ent a One Year
Anniversary Dance Friday and a Otand Reopening
Dance Saturday.
Perrormlng wiU be

11

FRIDAY
JB11UBty2l
Women's Gymnastics: UNM vs Tex_aS-El Pll$0,
Carlisle Gym, 7:30p.m.
Women S Oo/ft UNM at Lady Aztec Invitational In
El Cahon 1 California.
Jntercolletlatt Skiing: UNM men and women
atphie and <:ross country skiing at ~OckY Mountlllln

South Side,H With ''Jamll

UNM Women'.t Soeter Clult b looking for
members! For more lnf'ormatton; lca\ic name ilnd
number ltl. Bolt 106 at the Student Activllie~ center In
the SUD, or ct!:ll 842-~038 after$ p.m.
Dance \I¥Uh lhe UNM D1llroom DlnteCiub Friday
fron1' 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the sun nallrooln.
Admission I~ free.
Suhw•Y Noontime Ente11alnment will be
ptcsentfng !1Pattncrs in Mime,'' featuring Chris and
Tommy Rivera; Wedne~day from noon to l p,tn, fn
the Student lounge, Area lni:lide the mnln level o(1he
StudentlJnton .tlulrding. Admlsslon Is (ret:. Porm[)te

Ll T ERATU RE

InFormation cull ttt-4506 01'277-0492.

!

I

I

Jn1ercolleJiate SkfifiJ Anodadoo meet In Ouanisono
Colorado.
SATURDAY
January23
Gymnastics.• UNM men~$ squad vs. BYiJ, UNM
women vs~ Nebraska, 7:31) p.m., Carlisle Oym.
Wrestling: UNM vs. Northern Arilona, Joh11son
Oym, 1:30 p.m.
&skttlJQfl: UNM women and men at 'rCUi-EI
"Paso, S p.m., 7:30p.m.
...
lnttrcollqfll~ Skiing: UNM men and women
alpine and cross- country sklinB at Roc:ky Mountain
-lnterrollegiate .SkiinJ Association meet in Gunnbon,
Colorado.
SUNDAY
january24
/ntercolltglatt Skiing: UNM men and women
alpine ·aM cross country skilng at 'Rocky MoUntain
Intercollegiate Skiing Assodatlon rneet hi Ounnhon1
Colorado.
'
M 0 N D A Y
JanuarylS
Men's and Women'S Thtu•Otl-'rh~ Basktiball.'
Starts today in Johnson Oym.
INtORMATION
lntramurals: 217-Si51 1 Johnson Gym roomllO.
th;kets: 271·2116 0 sa corner otU'nivi:rslty Arena.

Unlimited" ii~ OJ. Jlim~ Unlimited will play FunkyDis-co intJsiC from 9 p.m. to I a.m. both nights In the
Subway Statlon, on the t~orthwt!st lower level of !he
Student Union_ Building.
General admission Is S3 and $2 (or UNM,
Univet5lty of Albuqlletqtlc and 1'cchnlcai·Vocational
Institute students. FOr more inf()i'matlon, call 27?4S06 or 277-6491.

I

I

January 24 and 31 at 11 a.m. on
Johnson Field. Anyone interested
should contact one of the team
members or Prof. Craig Robertson
in the Ferris Engineering Building
Center room 209-C or call 2772209.
The UNM women's team is also
looking for members. Practice will
begin February 22 at 3 p.m. on
Johnson Field, according to club
president Andrea Lazar. . For
further information call 842-5038
after S p.m. or leave a message in
the Student Activities Center, Box
106, in the SUB.

This Week in Sports at UNM
January19

The H oshour Gallery is located
on the corner of 2nd St. and Coal
Ave., next to M & J's Sanitary
Tortilla Factory. The Jonson
Gallery is located at 1909 Las
LomasNE.

j
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in Utah with 4, 7 speed; and Ronnie
Hunt, a 6' I l/2", 205-pound
running back from Ranger Junior
College, a 4.65 runner.
"I'm pleased with the group,
except that we didn't get any
defensive linemen," Dunn, who
recruits primarily in Arizona,
Colorado and Utah with defensive
ends coach Don Neal. Dunn explained that ea.ch position has a
certain allotment for players and
"none were used on defensive ends
from junior college.''
"The junior college recruiting
season is over \lecause school has
started," Dunn said. "Now we will
concentrate on recruiting freshman
for next year."

The New Mexico wrestling team petition," Dotson said. "He is a
won their first duel meet of the much better wrestler than he
young season last night with a 39-7 showed tonight."
triumph over Colorado State.
Coach Bill Dotson was pleased
with the win, but noticed, "We
were a little lax tonight," he said.
"We worked hard on the California
trip, but the lack of competition
hurt us.
"We had a lot of bright spots,
despite the layoff," said the
second-year coach. "Ralph
Harrison was behind when he
Open enrollment now for all students who will be carry·
pinned his man, and John
ing 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
Schaumberg escaped from his man
students also available.)
with 10 seconds to go in his match
Enroll at: Student Health Center beginning Jan. 18,
for the win."
Tony Tracey, who was com·1982, on Monda11s, Wednesda11s and Frida11s from 1peting in his first match for UNM,
3pm; or mail applications and pa11ments now tc the local
"just couldn't get his motor
representatives office at the address below. Visa and
running tonight," Dotson said.
Mastercharge accepted.
"There were a couple of scramble
situations where he just got outscrambled.
"He just needs a little com·

[15IDays to Enroll for
UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

I

This pack has a roomy
main compartment and
outside acc~ssory pocket
to help you organize all
that stuff you have to
carry around on campus.
•Come in quick to get
yours,

recruit with 4.5 speed; Scott
McNary, a 6'3", 245-pound offensive guard, also from Glendale,
a 4.940runner; Eric Anderson, a 6foot, 170-pouncl defensive back
from Mesa Junior College, who
covers the 40 in 4.6 seconds; Brian
Woolstenhulme, a 6'1 1/2", 220pound tight end also from Mesa
who runs a 4.7 40; Mike Drury, a
6'2", 198-pounq tight end and wide
receiver from Snow Junior College

J

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Lob01 Llltrd Flnl: 118 SteVe Krau5e dec. by Don

Haddad 16-6. 12~ Ralph Harrison pinn~ Matt
Friend 6::5'9. /34 Sl;(llt Rardin dec. Km Glenn 10..5.
U2 Tony Tracey dec. by Phil kochnke 13-8, /SO Kim
Merewether .(forfeit) • .1$~ John Schaumberg dec, Joe
Hubbard 7...fi.167 Brad Blttcrm~n (forfeit), /77Tlm
Harris dec. Doug Kryder 8-5,/90 Kevin Jacbon
(forfeit). Hwl Evans Brantly by default over Dennis
Marttli.

2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Mmdco 8711 0 • 884-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982

2421 San Pedro NE • 884-5113

FIRE SALE
25 '7o - 50'7o OFF on
All Garments
. Prices Reduced on
Everything in Store
Sale Ends • Jan. 30 •

Puge JG, Nl'w Mt•xiC'o Daily Lobo, Januury HJ, lfJ82

Classified Ads
1. Personals

29 CI;N'fll FOR hot uppl~ turnover at Doonles,

Corner University and Central,
1/29
t"OREIGNER TICKETS FOR sale. Call Gary atcr
5:00PM at 299·111 I.
1.125
WOMEN SOCCER PLAYERS neede!l, Call 842·
5038 evenings.
I125
ltOW TO STUOV for exams, . , .and pass. Use
learning principles to help you. . , retain cla~swork,
pass your exnms, get better grades. Send just.$3.00
plus .25 .postage ro Jennie's Oifls plus, Box 3la,
Miami, New Mexico. 87729.
119

1\CCURAn: INt'ORMI\TION AIIOUT con•
trnccption, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294·0171.
tin
J'I(~;GNANCY TI~~TING & COUNSEl.ING, Phone
247·9819.
tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, l.ll. photos. 3 for
S6.001 1 Lowest prl~es in rownl Fast, pleasing, short
walk from UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to 123 ,
Wellesley S.E., between Oirard and carlisle, corner
of Silver, Hours: 10·6weckdays, Sarurdny9-5.
tfn
CON1'AC'I'S·POI.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Oprical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
I,OST: SMALL BRASS surveying instrument in
tfn
small wooden box, Sycamore and Tijeras, Reward,
WI' BOT DJSTIUBIJTORS. !'rescription eyeglass
242-2467.
1121
frames. Orcenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
CLAIM YOUR I.OST UNM I.D, In rm. 131 Marron
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00), Pay .Less Opticians,
Hall: Jan~t 6oml, San\lra Boynton, Chrlstop~er
5001 Mcnaul N.E., across from LaBelles,
tfn
llurn~tt, William Ca~tle, Joanne Fro~ier, Erik
WOM~:N'S IIEAJ.TH SliRVJCt: UNM. Student
Galloway, Onry Gilbert, Carol Olassheim, Janice
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, con·
Goodhart, Cynrhia Hennigan, James Jennings, Jon
rraccptlon, abortion cuuuseling a~d other
Knudsen, Mark Manhart,. Katherine McCowan,
gyncculogicnlservices. 277·3136.
tfn
Monica Orozco, Martha Padilla·Garcia, Trisha
1122
Roberts and Terri Duncan.
ONL\' $2,35. TWO farm-fresh egg.,, two homemade
chemicnl free sausage patties, two slices of tmtsl, free
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
green chill. Open 7 a.m. Morning Olory Cafe. Corner
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn
tfn
pf(Jirard, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
II ERE ('OMK'> TIU: C'hlckenl The UNM Chicken is
coming soon to the New Mexico Union •.Eat your
heart out San iJiegol Yummy].
tfn
STUFF IT, BODilY! White, polycottonT·shirt,S7.95
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
po\tpnid. Indicate small, medium, large, X•large. R.
MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. 265·3315,
C'nin Productions, Box till, Los Alamos. N.M,
tfn
87544.
1/19
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MI\ editor,
PEN I'AI~" IN over 143 Countries· Ages8·89. Write
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
to: International Pen friends, P.O. lloX 65,
3/1
available. 266-9550,
llomecrest Stntlon, llroo~lyn, N.Y. 11229, US I\.
l/21
A·l TYPIST • TERM pa~ers, resumes 299·8970.
2/12
I>IYORC~; ANI> p~;RSONAI. Orowth Seminar
t'I\ST ACCURATE TYPING Includes corrections,
begin< Feb. 9th for ten Tuesdays, 7·9 p.rn. Call
spelling, ~rammar, punctuation. TypArt lOS Stanllarbnr.allrown 883·0121; Walter l'olt 266·3421.
215
ford SE262·186S.
1/26
PROt'ESSIONAL TYPING REASONABLE.
I'AitTNt:JtS IN MIME featurinF Chris & Tommy
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill,
1\ivcm, Wednc!dny, Jan. 20rh, J2 noon· I p.m. on rile
Call299·62S6 or299·2676.
1129
1/20
Maul level of the S.U.U.
PARKING SPACES FOR rent, come to 116\11
I n;AR 1\NNIV.:ttSAR\' Dance wirh Jams
Colombia S.E. for more information. Walking
llnlimit~d, January 22nd from 9-1 a.m. in !he
disrance to U.N.M.
1122
SUBWAY, Northwest lower level oflhe New MeXICo
Union, $2 students, SJ general.
I 122
CALL ACULEX FOR all word processing needs:
Theses, dissertations, resumes. 831-3181.
1122
('OMI'l!'I'Eil PORTitAJ'I'S, Ct.'T yours done from
10:00 a.m.-3:00p.m. at S.U.B. Main l.evel Lounge.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING.
REASONABLE,
1/20
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill.
299-6256/200·2676,
1/29
PIZZI\ • SLICE of pepperoni pizza, salad nod
1odn for SJ.44. Two slices of pepperoni, pizza and
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL, other
medium soda for $1.64.
1120
styles. 867·3158.
1/29
IIAINBOW Pl.ACE WELCOMES you back, Come
1YPING FROM THE Word Co. We use a word
1ce us when you can. 555·B Wyoming N.E., 10 a.m.-7
processor for quick turnaround time and accurate
p.m.
1122
1129
changes, Call247-2326.
JllllY • TIIANKS FOR the time.
1119
DIVINEt'IT SEWING, M·W·F, 1·5, 247-8236, 1/22
65 CENTS, TIIAT'S all for a deluxe hamburger with
lettuce, tomatoes, pickle and raw onion nt Doonies.
Corner University and Central.
1129
IIORSES, FOOTBALl., PLA'YGJRL. We have all
TilE CHADEJ...SUI'EitB location near UNM and
tyres of magazines and paperbacks. Look for In store
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
specials, N.M. Union Mercado.
1122
or efficiency, from $205. AU utilities paid, Deluxe
LOOK INTO AM·PRO marketing for part-time
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
business opportunity, Contact.Kevin, 881·9501. l/22
roQm, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets: I 520 Unl•ersity NE. 243-2494. tfn
IIOUSESITIER: I AM looking for an apartment or
MORE THAN BAGS
house to housesll during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references nr1d enjoy gardening and yar.
Just arrived:
dworlc. Catherlnc, 242-7228,
tfn
Jordache Dresses &
FOR RENT: EFFICit:NCY apartment, 1410 Oirard
Corduroy Sldrts
N.E., S18~/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnished-sC<:urity locks and laundry
and Tops
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
MON·I·IIIlO·flrrn '>A f 9·5rwn
In the evening, 266-8392.
2111

2. Lost&Found

3. Services

n:vs

4. Housing

\

)
I
!
l

I
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AVA.JLAIJLE NOW, UTILITIES pajq, E;.F.f,. I &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U,N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pool•, Aspen Apartment~, 881·3570, 4501
Shepard Rd. N.E.
2/9
CHRISTIAN HOUSEMI\TE [Non-smoking] male
wanted, $140 month (h1clude utilities), call292·1785,
1/19
THRt:E BEDROOM, TWO bath. Rent $325, $100
down. Jaundry,.alr-condltioned near UNM. 416 High
StreetS.!!., 255·1469.
1/19
HAVE 3 DORMS, bath, cooking & laundry privileges
for 3 conscientious students in N.E. Heights.
1121
Reasonable, Call296·7212 after).
ONE-BEDROOM $195. STUDIO $185. Furnished
and utlli!ies paid, Near U.• N.M., 1218 Copper N.E. &
200Jefferson N.E., 842·6170.
1121
ATIRA.CTIYE 2 .BEDR.OOM apartment, furnished,
utilities paid, $280 month, $140 depo~lt. No pet~. 440
Princeton S.E., 2$5·6131.
1/25
. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Responsible
pcr!on to share ~-bedroom $125/mo, No ~tilities,
near !..INM, 268-8172.
I/J9
COUNTRY LIVING YET close in. Super mini-farm.
Nifty 2BR plus double garage pjus. workshop plus
outbuildings plus horse facilities. y, acre. E~cellent
South Valley location. $49,900. Assumable loan. Call
Joyce Gammill eves. 345.4868. RE/MAX Nprth
Valley, Inc. 3~5-8506.
1/22
CHARMING lBR APARTMENT. North Valley,
Adobe setting, Vigas, Kiva FP, $275/mo. Incl.
utilities. $200 DD, Call Joyce eves, 345-4868,
RE/MAX NV )45·8506,
1/21
FOR SALE: E)(ECU'fiYE 4 year old contemporary
home near UNM • at 3215 Purdue Place NE;, three
bedrooms with greatroom and two full baths, 10 foot
ceilings In entry and great room, huge master suite.
Signed designer mirror above fireplace, J en nair
range. Call Elaine James 292·1606. Elaine T. James
Co., Realtors,
1/21
51.00/MO, STUDIO FOR rent, includes utilities,
pool, jacuzzi, unfurnished, newly decorated, SE area,
29).8118.
1121
ONE BLOCK UNM furnished, I bedroom twin or
double beds, $235 Includes utilities. Varsity House,
141 Columbia SE, 268·0525,
1/28
ROOMMATE, SERIOUS STUDENT $120/month,
v, utilities. House, 881-0222,
1/21
SEARCJUNG FOR IIOUSING7 Residence halls .are
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
comfQrt and economy in housing and food service,
Space is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire,. LaPosada 201, weekdays9·4, (>r, call
277·2606,
1122
CAMPUS 3-ROOM .IIOME. $90, fully fenced, kids,
pets fine. Sun Rentals. Reusable fee. 262-1751. J/22
BIKE TO CLASS. Hugel- bedroom, 2·baths, fenced,
kids, pets, $260. Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262·1751,
1/22
/II,E. CAMPUS, I BDR house, fully fenced, SIOO,
kids, pets. Sun Rentals, reusablcfee.26Z·I751, l/22
CUTE l BEDROOM, Ncar campus, Sl65. Newer
carpets, kids, pets. Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262·

1151.

Into Depravity?
Covered
Wlragon

Then you need to know about the
Ro~mans. Discover the people who wrote
the book on lust and violence.

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

Contact Prof. Berthold or
History Dept. for details

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the lollowrng classtfled advcrttsement tn the New MexJCo Dally Lobo
tttnes(s) begrnntng
• under the headtng (ctrcle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Servtces: 4. Houstng. 5 For
Sale, 6. Employment; 7. Tr:1vel, 8 Mtscellan~>ntt5

17' per word, $1.00 minimum charge
11' per ward per day for five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall., RotJm 131
r H(•/ll't'('/1

Hiolo::,!J aml]mmwli~<lll nl )lt/c• (..· Jlcilllilllol

1122

ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED apartment.
Clean, (enced, quiet, very secure, pets welcome. Sl75
month • utilities Included. 884-7769, 26H'273, 1/22
FOR RENT: CORRALES fully furnished. Three
bedroom, new adobe on river. Fireplaces, stereo,
1.\'., plano, microwave, washer and dryer, dish·
washer, Bargain rate for6 mo. lease. 277·5104 or 89f!..
0860. Willacceptthrccstudents.
l/22
SMALL ONE BEDROOM apartment, Old Town
area, 5120 per month. Mature, responsible student,
call843·6843. First and last month, deposit,
J/22
ONt: BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM S.E. near
UNM. Carpeted, swimming pool, jacuui, laundry,
One block to golf course and supermarket. 5275
includes utillties, SIQO deposit caii877·1Z22.
1/25
WANTEII· n:MAU: ROOMMATE (serious
student) to share 2-bedroom duplex with plano. Easy
bus to UNM. SIOO a month plus utilities. Caii2S67531 or86S·512S.
211
E.'FICIENCV SIJ5, ulllltl•• paid, luml•htd, laundry
facilities, 88i·9004,29Z.l183.
1/15
ONE BEDROOM $160 plus gas, 416 Hlsh St. S.E.
8i!l~9004 or292-2183.
1125
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s.· For Sale
KING-SIZE AIR MA'ITRESS, woo~ block couch
and tables and contemporary lamp. Cali.884-031 5.
1/20
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Oreenwich Village (Lennon styles), g9ld,
rimless. SS4,$Q regular $&~.00. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menunl N,J!, across from LaBelles.
tfn
IIEWLE'JT PI\.CKARD • 67 with programmable
cards, good condi!ion $ISO, Txlnst. SR50A Includes
trig $20, 344-9234,
1/21
DRAFTI.NG 'fABLE, i\Lf, wood, 36 x 42.
Adjustable for height, angle, 255-4838,$75,00, 1/21
200 CM. CROSS·COlJNTRY skis, 9\11 boot, poles
like new. $60. 345-4856.
l/21
.IBNEZ GUITAR w/CASE, $250. Violin w/case,
1/20
antique, $220. 268·8002.
ROSSIGNOL SKIS 185 Salamon 444, good con·
dition, $100, 277-6602, Victor.
1/19
TWO SCHWINN CONTINENTAL 10 speeds, One
21 inch men's frame, one 21 inch women's frame.
Both in excellent condition. $100 each. 242-0275,
evenings,
1/22
FOR SALE, IBM Composer, 1976 model H62S 1,
Manual justification does professional typesetting,
Ten fonts Included-fonts worth $410 alone, Oood
condition, original price $5400,00, you pay $2C.OO,OO.
Call (904)375·6000.
1/22
BICYCLE SALE 10 PERCENT off on Bertin and.all
bicycles over $300. World Champion Bicycles, 300
YaleS.E., 268·5697,
l/22
FOR SALE: 'YAMAHA pro Tenor sax, Bundy Oute,
Selmar C·star medal mouth piece, and chirinet
stands, Everything for $900, All In exc;.ellent con·
dition. 294·0310 after S.
1/22
SANYO COMPACT REFRIGERATOR must sell.
1/25
Call Rob early mornings. 268·0512.
II-FLAT TENOR SI\XAPHONE Sonora made in
Oermany, Excellent shape $32~.()0. Ed 299·8688 M·

THE UNM SPECIAL Services Program needs tutors
in all areas, particularly J;lngllsh, Math. Chemistry,
Physics, Biology, Computer Science, E;conomics, and
Engineering. Rate of pay is S3.6~ p/h and up
depending on qualifications. Oraduate students and
upperclass undergra<ht.ates are encouraged to apply,
Work·study students preferred, For an interview
1/22
appointment, come by Mesa Vista2013.
AnERNOON BAin'SI'JTING FOR Prors kid,
Call293·5072, after6 p,m,
1/19
PART.TIME PASTE-UP/LAYOUT artist with good
typing skills, E~perlenced only, Work afternoons,
1/22
occasionally saturday, Phone 842·9040,
HOUSECLEANING NEEDED. ONE evening every
two weeks. $4.00 per hour. References required. call
884-9371! evenings.
I /2S
LIFEGUARD, SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR WSI
certified. Part time. YMCA 301 Broadway N.E. 2421125
7245,
IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT. TELEPHONE
sales. $3.35·$6,00 per hour plus bonuses.!-lours4pm.
9pm. Caii294·6S06 for Interview this tuesday only.
1/19

7. Travel
IF YOU WANT someQOe to meet you on Blueperry
Hill to help find your thrill, then why not admtise in •
the Lobo?.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
BACKPA(;KS.liEST PRICES around. Kauimans ·a
real Army-Navy store. S04 YaleS.E., 256·0000, 1/22
COLD? REAI.LY1 WHY? • Oenuine Gl field
jackets, wool pant! and shirts, hats and gloves, Oreal
prices. Kaufmans. a real Army-Navy store, 504 Yale
1/22
S.E., 256-0000.
.FJ{EE BEER, WINE etc. , • over $75 coupons, Bill
ofFareRestaurantOuide. U.N.M. Bookstore. 2112
TASTE BUDS NEED something MW, tl)' our bulk
candy, 10 cents off any bulk candy. N.M. Union
I/22
Mercado,
SKIERS, MOUNTAINERS: WOOL pants,. shirts
and hats, heavyweight. Genuine military,
Uf!bellcvably cheap, Also, used field jackets and
parkas and Olght jacket$. Kaufman's, a reall\rmy.
Navy store. 504 Yale S,E., 256-0000.
1/18
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BRAND NEW Tl·30 scientific calculator. Only
SIO.OO. Call Linda after 5:00 265·9102.
1/25

6. Employment
EARN MONEY IN spare time, Profitable mailing
program. For details send SASE .toP & R Research 4,
1/20
BQx219, Orant.s, N.M.87020,
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor S.tores at 5704 Lomas NE, SSI.<i
Menaul NE,
4/!S
WORK·STUDY STUDENTS SEEKING em·
ployment for spring semester, please apply at Food
Service office In Student Union Building,
1122
PROGRAMMER WANTED PAR'f·TIME: Pascal
and Apple soft basic. Must be familiar with Apple II.
Caii884·SS77.
1/21
SPORTS WRITERS WANTED for the New Mexico
Dally Lobo, Previous exrcricnce not required but is
preferred. For more information call277·56~6. 1119
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN employment for
Spring Semester apply at Food Service office In
Student Union Building,
1/22
EARN TIIREE FINE am credits in New York over
Spring break. Still a few spaces. Jan. 27th deadline. 8
days, 6 shows. Call292·7195.
.1/22

9. Las Noticias

-------,I

GAY/LF.SBIAN STUDENT Union. Meets Tuesday
1-26,7:30 p.m., S.U.B.
1/26
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Welcome Back
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2 slices
pepperoni pizza
& large drink

for $2.08

..... 1 ""'::.~:!~;:.~ ' "
-:.~S"'!E:i':'
Call 2611-7023
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..______ _
127 Harvard SE
1f2 bl. S of Central
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Gratuity
4 Levantlne
ketch
SHack
12 Girl's name
13 Brazilian
estuary
14 Unemployed
15 Second of
two
17 Prohibit
19 Spanish arUcle
20 Decay
21 Pale
22 Sum up
23 English river
25 Crony
26 Three-toed
sloth
27 Number
28 Belli
29 Clocked
32 Printer's
measure
:?3 StUdio
'JS Suffice
36 Mine excavation
38 Time period
39 Small
amount
40 Hebrew letter
41 As written:
Mus.
42 Ballot
43 Dab
45 Existed
46 Outfit
47 Negative pre·

DOWN
1 Hindu cymbals
2 Mountain on
Crete
3 Sponsor
4 Barracuda
5 Swiss river
6 Negative pre·
fix
7 Conspiracy
SCotton9 .Paid notice
10 LUge, e.g.
11 Contained
16 Cargo unit
18 Article
21 Billfolds
22 Goal
23 Sweetsop
24 Opening
25 Cobbler
26Ventllate
28 Devoured
29 Beverage
30 Redact
31 Lavish fond-

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

ness on
Simian
Man's name
Choose
Glass container
41 Sword
42Bywayof
43 Pellet
44 Toward shei-

33
34
37
39

ter
45 Pronoun
46 Retain
48 Emerged vic~
torious
49 Pronoun
50 Lamprey
51 Obstruct
53 Preposition
55 sun god

ffx
48 Spider's trap
49 Warmed
52 Apollo's
mother
54 Great Lal<e
56 Meadow
57 Man's name
Sa Hellcllne
59 Shade tree
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